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INTRODUCTION

The Great Lakes states of the Upper Midwest are generally characterized

by an abundance of water. Whether that water be from the Great Lakes, the

largest contiguous freshwater body in the world, or from inland lakes, or

from the large Upper Midwest water table, water is an important resource

to residents of this region. Protection of this valuable resource requires

citizens who are knowledgeable about water and the threats to water qual-

ity. Even the youngest students can begin to appreciate this life-

sustaining resource, and their role in its protection. ,

Acid precipitation has become a threat to much of the freshwater

in the Upper Midwest as well as many other parts of the United States,

Canada, and Scandanavia. Formed from industrial and automobile pollutants,

acid precipitation has the capability of rendering a lake barren of fish.

The basic underlying principles of acid rain are described in this

curriculum in a manner that young children can understand.

. FORMAT /

There are several KEY CONCEPTS for each module in each of the

four units.. An ACTIVITY BLOCK with MAIN IDEAS is developed for each

KEY CONCEPT. All modules have a teacher directed INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

which is a discrepant event or open-ended in nature to encourage student

questions and to motivate them'to further inquiry in the activities to

follow.
MATERIALS and the necessary ADVANCED PREPARATLON are'noted for every

ACTIVITY BLOCK which may include anywhere from one to six activities.

A transition section, or FOCUSi is included between each Activity

Block. This consists of a PARAPHRASE or the concepts and/or activities

explored earlier and how they relate with the next set of activities/

concepts, and a QUESTION to lead the students in an inquiry mode into

the next Activity Block.
Although a specific. FOCUS for each ACTIVITY BLOCK is provided,

teachers are encouraged to adapt them to their particular class and to

make up their own FOCUS statements between the individual activities as

well.
Specific direction for setting up each activity are included/

under NOCEDURE. EXTENSIM activities are suggested to give some

ideas to teachers who miitht want to deveLop the Activity Block or Module

further.

i
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TER , YATER Ming :HEM

ropuu OVERVIEY:
In this rodule, student handszon activities will focus on .

questions related to the various properties of water such,es sur,face
tension, expansion when freezing, and the buoycnt property of water

which allows many objects to float. Allow students' interests and
questions to guide-you in the selection of appropriate activities and
don't feel limited to the activities here. These activities will
probably cause children to generate more questions that can lead,ther

. into designing their own exp riments.

APPPDXIMATE TIME: 6-7 class periods

COHCFPTS OF THE HONLE:
A. Vater his a strong terdency to stick to itself (surface

tension).
E. Uhen ater freezes into ice, it exp:2nds, becomes less dense,

are thus cao float ori water.

C. The ability of an object to float in water epenr.!.s upon how

nich water it is able to displace (push aside5.

.

qaEPIALS NEEDED FOR THE'IJODULE:
For each sfudent croup: clear plastic drinking aasses,-

eyedropper, large plastic containers, paper clips, water, corn syrup,
rubbing alcohol, liquid.dish soap, copper wire, waxed paper, aluminur
fell, paper toweling, screw lid glass jar (e,g., baby food jars),
plastic qandwich bag,.ice cubes, wooden blocks (4" x 4" x
bucket, pill bottle, rebter,bands, cans of different sizes, rulers,
plasticene (oil-based clay); rulers, and soap,flakes.

IVTRODUCToRY ACTIVITY

HATEPIALF::

ClezT plastic container, eyedroppers, empty plastic containers,
paper ones, water.

ParPANITIO4 SUOGESTIOPI
Provide each student group with eyedroppers, a clear container

filled with water, and several empty containers, and various objects
such as paper clips. Yop will also want to have a gcod supply of
paper towels on hand.
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PPOCEDURE:

Divide the student& into groups of three. Provide each ..,roup

with the materials mentioned above anC then structure their wup work

by relating to theMithe following story: -

"While walking home from school one afternoon, you meet a visitor

from another planet. Fe asks you to explain to him what this strange

stuff called 'water' is. Each group is to list as many things as they
4 can think of about water to tell this visitor. I've provided some

water to help give you- some ideas."

EZTESIW:
Each student group could also be asked to choose their best 3

observations about water and .incorporate then in a cartoon-type

picture of their meeting, with the stranc,e visitor. They could ilave.

fun imagining what he might look like.and the cartoons could then be

put up in the room along with their lists.

r
AgfIVITY BLOCK CAUSES WATER TO STICK TO ITSELF?

!!AI!' IDEAS:

1. l'ate r has a high surface tens.,.On (tendency to stick to

itself).
.

2. Impurities in water affect thiB tendency to stick to itself.

VATERIALC:
Water, corn syrup, rubbing alcohol, liquid dish soap, dear

containers for the,liquids (about 1 pinf>,:copper wire, waxed 15aper,--4.

aluminum foil, clear plastic cups/glasses, paper toweling.

PREPARATION SUGGESTIONS:
Obtain the above materials and studeht groups can set up the

?ctivities themselves.

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: "Yesterday you imagined what it '4ould be like to

:k.tell a strange visitor from another planet everything you knew about

water. You made lists of the different properties of water that. you

have observed or could think of. The next few activities you are

going to do will he).p you observe and learn even more about water and

its different properties."
Question: "What can you tep the strange visitor al'citit water

drups and the 'stickiness' or 'grabbiness' of water?". Wore specific

questions should be giyen as part 'Of the focus before each activity

ard 33 part of the different task'stater.jents.)
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ACTIVITY 1

tAIN IDEA:

The surface tension of a liquid can be observed by the shape thilt
6 drop of liquid takes.

PROCEDURE:

Provide the student groups with eyedroppers, containers of water,
pieces of waxed paper, aluminum foil, and paper toweling;

The following questions can be used to stimulate the student's
exploration of the shape of water drops.

1. What can you find out about the shape of water drops?
2. 1That happens when you add more drops?
3. What happens when two drops collide?
4. ',That happens when you put the drop on waxed paper over somP

writing?
5. 'llat happens if you put an air bubble in the drop?

Rave them make sketches of the drops and a sequence of sketches (of 1
to 5 drops)

ominiarre
1 2 3 4

NUMBER OF DROPS

ACTIVITY 2

RAIN IDEA:

Surface tension is a property of the liquid and will be different
for different liquids.

WATER ALCOHOL CORN SYRUP
KIND OF LIQUID

PROCEDURE:
Provide the student groups with eyedroppers, waxed paper and the

following liquidt,: water, corn syrup, rubbine alcohol, and liquid
dish soap.

Ask the student:.;., "What can you find out about the shaf.e of the
drops for these liquids?"

ACTIVITY 3

RAIN IDEA:

Since water tends to stick to itself, a glass can be filled
higher than its rim without overflowing.
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PROCEDURE: ,

PreVTde the student groups with water, an empty glass, a

container to catch spilled water, and an eyedropper.
.1sk the students the,following questions: "How much water can

you put into the glass without spillinh over?" (If the students have

Tilled the container carefully, they should be able to observe, by

viewinc the glass from the side, that the water extends over the top

of the class.)

ACTIVITY 4

HAIM IDEA:
Stoop bubbles form because the surface of the liquid acts like a

skin.

PROCEDURE:
Provtde the student groups with a thick soap solution (prepared

by placting 4 tsp. of soap flakes, such as Fels naphtha, in 4 cups of

hot water and letting stand for 41 days), and several pieces of copper

wire (or paper clips can be used' for smaller bubbles).

Ask the students: "How many different ways can you think of to

make sosp bubbles?" In your instructions, encourage the students to

experiment with all sorts of different shapes (3-dimensioncl wire

forms made simply by bending wire will give excellent soap bubbles).

EYTEPSIOP:

TTERIAV.:
Large cake pan (8" x 14"), dish soap, plastic straws, twine.

PROCEDURE:
Large soap bubbles can be made by threading two straws onto a

lar;Le piece of twine. Tie the twine into a loop (see diagram).

rake a soap solution by mixing the dishsoap with water. Place

the bubble maker into the soap solution. Pull the bubble maker

quickly up and out cf the solution and, at the same timel bring the

two straws together to fonn a bubble.

How big can you make the'bubble?
Can you catch a bubble? (Uhich works best--wet hands or dry

hands?)
-Uhat colors do you see in the bubble?
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. ACTIVITY ELOCK.E--WPAT !LAPPETS rrlEU VATER FEEZES?

NAD- IDEA:

1. VI.= water freezes, it expands.
2. 1Zater expands upon freezing and the resulting ice will float.

MAT8RIALS:
Screw lid glass jar (students should bring these from home),

_ plastic cups, water, plastic bag, ice cubes.

FOCUS:

, Paraphrase: "In the last series of activities we discovered one
property of water--that is, how 'sticky' or 'grabby' water is. I!ater

has some other specfal Properties when it freezes, and in the next
activities we are going to discover at least two of those."

Ouestion: "Uhat happens to water if we put it in a jar and al2ow
it to freeze?"

ACTIVITY 1*

HAr IDEA:
t;hen water freezes, it expands.

PROCEDURE:
Fill on old, screw-lid class jar or bottle widi watcr and tichtly

fasten on the lid. As! the students te predict what will happen if
you put tha jar in the freezer.

Place the jar in a plastic bag and seal it. Place the bag in the
freezer (or outside if it is below freezing) fcr 24 hours and then
bring in the bog.

DiSCUSG with the student the reason why the bottle broke. Ask
stuJents how the expandkng of ice sometimes damages roads and
sidewalks durinE the winter.

1

ACTIVITY 2

i!AIV

Ice will float.

PROCEDKE:
Provide thc students with glasses of water and ice cubes.

,ThO following questions can be used to stimulate the students'
exploation'of the properties of ice:

. 1. '!hat happens o the' ice when ybu put it in water?

2. About how much of the ice cube is above the water?
3. Vhe,n water freezes on a lake, the icc is at the top. ':'hat

would happen to fish if ice were heavier than water? (Fish would have
to move to the top of lake and nrobably would have nothing to feed
on.)



ACTIVITY CLOCK C--111AT MAKEf OBJECTS°FLOPIT?

MIN IDEAS:
1. Floating objects can be made to sink by making them heavier.

2. Objects which sink can be made to float by spreading them out

so that they displace more water.
3. Objects appear to be lighter (in weight) in water.

RREPARATION SUGGESTIONS:
You will need to obtain several wooden blocks (4" x 4" x 1/21t).

If these are shellacked or varnished, they will last longer.

VATF.RIALS:
Buttons, ivory soap, washers, ping pong balls, cork, pieces of

sponge, wooden blocks (4" x 4" x 1/21t), large containers or buckets,

pill bottles, rubber bands, cans of different sizes, rulers, and

plasticene (or oil based) clby.

FCCUS:,

Paraphrase: "In the last two activities you learned how water

expands when it freezes and floats. In the next few activities, you

will be studying about whether objects float in water."

Question: "Uhat makes objects float?"

ACTIVITY 1,.

MAIN IDEA:
Some objects will sink in water and some w '1 float.

PROCEDURE:
Provice the student groups with a tray containing some or all of

the following objects (or other objects of your choice, e.g., buttons,

ivory soap, washers, ping pong balls, cork, pieces of sponge).

After students have made their predictions, provide them with a

container of water to test the accuracy of their predictions.

A data sheet is provided on the next page. Students should use

the top portion of the table (mdrked "predicted" ) to list under "sink"

those objects which they predict will sink and undef "float," those

objects expected to float.

17



DATA TABLE

SINKAS AND FLOATERS

S INK FLOAT

I.

a
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ACTIVITY 2

!ID! IDEA:
Floating objects can be made to sink by making them heavier.

PPOCEDURES:
Provide the student groups with containers of water (such as a

plastic bucket). Give them several cans of different sizes.
Thc following questions can be used to stimulate the students'

exploration of floating pbjects:
1. !Ilich can is harder to push under the water? (Add whter to the

cans until they just sink to the rim.)
-Yhich ean needs the most weight to just sink it to the rim?

(Prmide the students with modiT. blocks, 4" x 4" x 1/2".)
3. 'low much of the block floats under the water?*
4 Pow can you make more of the block sink? (Pile on more

blocks.)

5. Mat happens when you pile up several blocks? flow much of thz,

stack is under water?

iTTIVTTY 3

AIN IDEA:
5inking objects can-be made to float by spreading them out so

that they disf.lace more water.

PPOCEDURE:
.

Provide the students with balls of oil based clay.
Challenge the groups to devise a way to make the clay float. (In

orar for an object to float, that cbj'ect must displace a weight of'
water greater than the weight of the object. Since a wrk is fairly
lircht when compared to its volume it will displace a greater weight of
lalter than it weiohs itself. Ivnail, on the other hand, is relatively
heavy for such a small size, so it will sink. These concepts of

buoyancy, displacement, and density are difficult for elementary
students to understand. It would be sufficient if the students could
discover for themselves that a ball of clay that would sink can be
made to float ty spreading it out.) Tell the students to use the
washerts to see how nany it takes to sink a boat made of clay. Allow
thec. to try other materials such .as tin foil cr paper..

EYTEPSION:
You may wish to extend this activity by pointing out how

important this property of floating is to ships. The large oil
tankers are designed so that when they are full they will be floating

at the pi-oper level. Powever, when they are empty and, therefore,
lighter, they would have a tendency to float too high on the water and

might be in danger of overturninc. For that reason, the empty ships

arts often filled with sea water as "ballast" to make them heavier and

hence :safer.
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ACTIVrrY 4

-1.0-

MAIM IDEA:
Objects appear lighter (in weight) in water.

PROCEDUPE:
Provide the students with pill bottles and rubber bards. Vnve

students fill thb pill *Lottles with water. Ask thc groups if they can
figure out a way to find out whieh bottles are heavier just usip: what
they have available. (They can measure how far the rubber band
stretches whbn attached to the pill bottle and lifted,:off the Ubic.
Students should be encouraged to use rulers to pleasure the length of
the stretched rubber band.)
CULMINATING ACTIVITY

You may wish to return *to the original situation of the visitor
fromeuter space. Each grobp or individual student could now dc sonc
creative writing telling the story of their meetin with the strange
creature. They could illustrate these stories and share then with the
clats-and then put them up on display.

Thia-might also be a good opportunity to direct interested
students to a study_of shipping on Lake Superior. two free
publications maybe Li-§-e-fuLj.n_ this regard.

Great'Lel.es, Great Boats -----
Michie,sn Department of Patural Resources-
Ann ArhOrt riebigan

Our Great Lakes
Sea Grant Conmunieations- Office
1800 University Avenue
Madison, Iliseonsin 53706

You nay also wish to play "the !reck of the Edmund Fitzgerald" 1.,y
Gc,rdon Lightfoot for the students.

I .0
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CLEAM WATER--DIRTY WATER

MODULE OVERVIEW:
In this module, student experiments and activitieS will focus on

"dirty" (polluted) water and haw it can be "cleaned" (treated or

purified).

APPROXIMATE TIME: 1 week

KEY CONCEPTS FOR THE UNIT:
A. Water can contain dissolved and suspended materials which

will'pollute it. .

F. Many impurities can be removed'from water.

C. Everyone should be concerned with keeping water clean.

VATHIALS NEEDED FOR THE MODULE:
Table salt, sugarl baking soda, sand, dirt, soap flakes, coffee,

pieces of food, plastic spoons, baby food jars, magnifying lenses,
small containers, fresh snow or rainwater, plastic bleach battles,

funnels, cotton, cheesecloth, gravel, old nylon stockincs, burlap
bags, cans with holes, paper toweling, water treatment maze handouts.

IMTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

PROCEDURE:
Write the following verse on the chalkboard:

Mother may I go out to swim?
Yes, my darling daughter.
Hang your clothes on a hickory limb,
But don't go near the water.

Anonymous,
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Ask, "11hy clo you think the mother wouldn't let her daughter go
intc the water?" Students may say that she couldn't swim or that she
had a cold or was sick. Hopefully, someon,9 will mention that the
water was dirty, but if they should use the word "polluted," take the
opportunity to write it en the board and work out a definition with

.ampt polluted) water.

4 em. Try to get students to share some of their feelinrs about dirty

ACTIVITY BLOCK A 7 ,IPAT IS DIRTY WATER?
,s>

MAIN IDEAS:
1. Foth seen (suspended) and unseen (dissolved) materials may be

found contributing to pollution in water.
2. When a solution containing, solids is evaporpte8, the solid

particles remain.'
1. Polluted water is often unpleasant in odor and appearance.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS:
- Students should be instructed not to drink any of the liquids.

The unpleasant smell is due to action of bacteria which can cause
stomach problems if ingested.

PEEPAPATION SUGGESTIONS:
Obtain the necessary materials for each activity (enlist the help

of students when possible or appropriate). Have students set up the
activities.

ACTIVITY lA

V.IN IDEA:
Solid pollutants of water may exist as suspended particles or

dissolved substances. When you evaporate the solution, the solid
particles remain.

MATERIALS:
Table salt, sugar, baking soda, sand, dirt, soap flakes

(detergent), coffee, pieces of food, plastic spoons, plastic drinkinz
glasses, baby food jars ,(for extension), and other substances you may
decide to use.

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: In the next few experiments we will put different

substal,ces in water to see if they all "disappear" (so we can't see
them in the water) to determine whether we can smell them or not.

Ouestion: Which of the substances will dissolve ("disappear") ir
water?

22
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PROCEDURE:

Provide each sUdent group-with plastic drinking glasses half
filled with water and with an observation data sheet (see attaehed

exaMPle to duplicate).
Ask the groups to predict which of the substances will dissolve

100 list their predictions in the upper portion of the table. Provide

each group with plastic drinking glasses half filled with water and

have students drop in a small. amount (e.g., teaspoon) of the

substances into the water. Stir the soluy.ons with plastic spoons.

Pave students fill in Table 1 under observations in the lower portions

of the table. Ask *le student to compare what they predicted with

what they observed. Tell the cups to label their glasses with the

substances that they used and tleir names and save these for part 1C .

or the suggested EXTEPSICP activity.

ACTIVITY iP

PROCEDURE:
Provide the groups with some other substances such as epsom

salts, bath salts, and some mixtures (such as salt and sand). Ask

them to predict which will dissolve based on what they learned in the

last activity. Eave each group record these predictions and check

their predictions by dropping materials in the glasscs and stirring

them as in the previous activity.

"Nra

23
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AFTER PUTTING THEM IN WATER.
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ACTIVITY

rOCEDWIF.:
Remind the students that in the last activity some.of thc.

trateeials that they added to the water seemed to. "discppear." Ast,

"Eow.can you find out if those things that you put in the water really
disappeared or-if they are still there?" Students may suggest several

approaches, but perhaps the most usTaful is to evaporate the solution.

(The solids will reu,ain.) Label the glasses with the students' names
vrtd the contents of the glasscs and place them on the windowsill in

the sun. Leave the classes until they have evaporated to-dryness. In

yrdir follow-up discussions, discuss how there may be thin;:s in water

it dirty hilt that we can't see or smell.

-

MENSION:
Provide the student 6ropp with baby food jars half filled with

water am: various types of food. They might be bsked to bring things

frcm home to put into the water. Uave tOm put the different kinds of
food into each of the jars, label them, seal them and set them aside

in the sunlight. ,They should chack the jars every day and record
ctservations concerning appearance and smell. Have a fellot. up "Vhat

did you :ind out?" discusnion.

.%

fel
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ACTIVITY ':'

:IAD: IDEA;

Vatural water contains dissolved impurities.

ritTFPIALS:

Nagnifyink, lenses, small containers, fresh snow or rainwaer.

PROCEDOPP:

P.sk the students, "Can*you find out if rainwater or snow contains.
things that can'tsbe seen?" Provide student groups with magnifying
lenses, small containert.and a quantity of freshly fallen rainwater or
melted snow. Evaporate the rain or snow (use method described in
Activity C) to see what was in it. Ask the students if they think
that the materials in rain or snow are unhealthy for people (or
whether they think that:rain and snow can be "dirty").

ACTIVITY PLOCK rr-POV CAr VAMP. PE CLEAPED?

MIr IDEA:*
Dirty water sometimes ban be cleaned by sedimentation and

filtration.

PIATEPIALZ:

Variety of containers (or prepared plastic bleach bottles--see
below), funnels, cotton, cheesecloth, sand, gravel, dirt, old nylon
stockings; burlap bags, cans with holes in them, paper towels, and any
other materials that you or the students might think of to clean the
water.

2°6
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TEACHER PREPARATION:
Bleach bottles make handy containers for

filtering. Poke Some'holes in the=lid, and using a sharp knife, cut

the bottom off the bottle. The plastic bottle can then be filled with
4

El variety of materials and the dirty water placed in the cut off end.
These bottles will clean up easily and stack for storage.

I.

FOCUS:
Tarkehrase: You've done several experiments that showed you how

.water can bedirty (or polluted) even though sometimes you can't tell

by looking at itor smelling it: When you evaporated the water/snow,

'you coad 'see the polluting particles that had dissolved in the wetter

an/ originally seemed to disappear. Now we're going to do som

experiments to see hove.might clean polluted/Hdirty" water.
c Ouestion: How many ways can you find to make the water'clear?

ft

PROCEDURE:
Prpvide

invent c.wIly

groups share
4 4

each group with a jar of muddy water. Challenge ttiem to

cor several ways) for cleaning up the water. Have the

their methods with each other in a follow-up discussion.

AThile the students'are involved in this activity, take a jar cf

muddy water and set it aside.. When the particles have begun to settle

at tine-el-id of class, direct the stedent'S' attention to the fact that

it_looks,less muddy. Shake it up again and have them predict what it

wil look li.he after sittingthere overnight. When they-observe it at

the b "inning of the next class period, you can have discussion of

what th y'found oUt. It is important to develop the concepts of

fi cption and sedimentation if the students are to understand the

Wit treatment in Activity Block C.

27
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ACTIVITY BLOCK .c.--mv DO CITIES CLEAN UP DIRTY WATER?

MAD' IDEA:
Cities use many of these same techniques in their water treatment

pJante.

PATERIALS:
Water Treatment Iazes

PREPARATIOr SUGGESTIONS:
Contact. your local water treatment plant to arranae a tour for

your class. If that can't be arranged, it is possible that the
treatment plant wil2 have gpeakers that could come to your classroom.

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: Ile have seen how filtering dirty water and lettin;,,

dirtY water sit so that the dirt falls to the bottom are both ways of

cleaning water. The water that you drink is clean. Your city uses

these same methods for cleaning the water befcre it gets to your

faucet.
Question: How do cities clean up dirty water?

PPOCEDURE:
This would be a rood timP to explain the terms of FILTRATIOP and

SEDINEETATION if you haven't done so already. Tell the students
that cities use these same methods to clean their water at a water
treatment plant.- Ask tl:en if they can think of other ways that cities
use to clean water (yOu rliht suggest the taste of water or swiminine

pools as a clue.) You should discuss two other methods; chlorination

and aeration. Although it wasn't discussed in the above activities
(because they would be difficult to do), chlorine as well as other
che:cicala are used to help purify water. In dddition, water is
aerated (air is bubble6 through or else it is shot into the air like
iountaih) both to itaprove the taste as well as to break down any
remaining oranic materials (by a process of oxidation).

Paed out the water treatment plant maze to do in order to .aive
students sone idea of what they should be lookinc for when they tour

tne `Jater Treatment Plant. In your discussion, encourage the students
to explPin how each step in the treatment plant has helped to clean
the water.

EXTENSIO:
Encourage individual students or student groups to do 30Me

itivestigating to find out where their city water comes from. This

would be a good mapping exercise. (Your local water department should

be a good source of infomation.)

PfLATED ACTIVITIES:
"The Jiffy Yater Treatment Plant" and "The Dekro "ater Treetment

Plant" in Creative Sciencing by Alfred Devito and Gerald Krockover.
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ACIDS AND RASES

VODULE OVERIJIW:
In this module, student hands-on activities wili focus on acids

and bases, and their indicators. After their experiments have ,i.ven

them a better understanding of what an acid i, they will be river

-some background information on acid raj.n so they can consider its

environmental implications. An information packet on cid rain is

included at the end of the tdodule.

APPROXINATE TIME: 1 week

KEY CO1';CEPTS OF THE MODULE:

N, -A. Certain substances (such as the liquid from red cabbage

leves), can be used to identify acids and bases.

P. Acids are substances ttpt, when added to water, turn certain

substances (such as red cabbag(water) a certain color; and bases are
substances that when added to water turn certain substances (such %.F.,

red cabbage water) a different color. When acids and bases are

combinedjn the proper proportion, they form neutral solution

(neither acid nor base).

C. Acids can cause pollution (e.g., acid rain or acid run-off

from mi e$)..

"ffEPIA S NEEDED FpR THE HODULE:.
Peg cabbage; lieaker or pan, heat source, small containers,

scmples of acids, bases and salts (see Activity Block B).

rITRODUC ORyACTIVITY

PREPP.RAT OM SUGGESTIOMS:

At eastone-hour before class, cut a red cabbage leaf into small

pbces. Soakthe cabbage leaves in very hot water (boiling, if

possible . Also prepare three glasses by filling the first 1/3 full

of water the second 1/3 full of white vinegar, and the last glass 1/3

fullof solution made by dissolving 2 tablespoons of baking soda in

a cup of water:
1

,

PROCEDUR : \

Tell the Students that you are going to put on a magic show. Set

up the 0.esses with the water glass,in the middle. Add several drops

of the ca bage water ("Magic Purple Liquid") to the center water

jlass. Pint oUt that the color is a light purple. Add the baking

soda solu ion (this is a base). The color vill now change to green.

Fimlly, Ildd thelvinegar (this is 3n acid). The color will change to

rrq. (or p nk). *
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This discrepant event should.generate a lot of questions which--
should be recorded on the blackboard and/or on a large sheet of paper

for future references.

ACTIVITY CLOCK A--WRAT IS "MAGIC PURPLE LIOUID"?

nAIv IDEA:
The liquid from the red cabbage leaves can be used to identify

acids and bases.

MATERIALS:
Red cabbage, beaker or pan for boiling, heat, source.

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: We saw that there was a purple liquid tliat changed

colors. Today we will see where that liquid comes from.

Ojestions: What can you find out about the Magic Purple Liquid?

Where does the Nagic Purpie Liquid come from?

PFOCEDURE:
Soak red cabbage leaves in very hot water for 1 hour. Give the

students an opportunity to do some exploratory activities with the
liquid for awhile, investigating its various properties. 'Initiate a

class discussion around the following question's:
"What did you find out,about the Magic Purple Liquid?"
"What happened to the water?"
"Where did the 'magic' purple liquid come from?"
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EYTEOSIOP: Natural oyes
A number of naturally occurring substances contain dyes which can

be extracted and used to dye fabric. Look at blueberries, onion

skins, red sumac, black walnut, and goldenrod. You might wish to do

an art project with textiles using natural yarn dyed with colors

obtained from these and other substances. Also, students may be

interested in finding out how the Indians used natural dyes in.their

clothing.

'ACTIVITY PLUCK B--WHAT APE ACIDS AP.D BASES?

II IDFA
Acids 4ll turn certain substances (such as red

red, and bases will turn certain sUbstances (such as

water) green. When acids and bases are added in the
proportion, a neutral solution results (neiher acid

cabbage water)
red cabbage
proper
nor base).

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: The other day we saw that sore things ill turn the

water from red cabbages red, some things will turn it yellow, and sore

won't change it at all.
Ouestion: Mich things change the color of red cabbage water?

HATERIALS:
Red cabbage water in several quart containers; small containers

eaen labeled and filled with lemon juice, lime juicc, orange juice,

cider, vinegar, baking, soda solution, solid baking soda, ammonia

solution, distilled water, tap water, table salt solution, solid table

salt.

32
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ACTVITY 1

PROCEDURE:
Divide the students into groups of three or four. Provide each

:;roup with the labeled containers, red cabbage water, and some paper

f toweling.
Each group is to (1) pedict what color each of the substances

will turn the red cabbage water, writing its predictions on the upper
part of the.table (see attached sheet to be duplicated for student

;.-roup use; (2) test each substance and to observe what effect it has

on the color of the red cabbage solution, recordint; the c.roup'S

bcservations on the bottom of part of the table.

ACTIVITY 2
Provide each group with 1 tablespoon of baking soda, 1 cup of

water arfd 1 cup of vinegar.
Instruct the students to prepare 6 baking soda solution by,adding

1 tablespoon of baking soda to 1 cup of water. Ask the students "What

color does this solution turn red cabbage liquid?" and "that color

does vinegar turn red cabbage liquid?" lbstruct the students to add a

drop of vinegar to the baking soda solution. Ask the students, "What

happens?" Instruct 'the students to slowly add the vinegar to the

baking soda solution until the bubbling just stops. Ash the students,

Irhat color does this turn red cabbageliquid?"

FOLLOWUP DISCUSSIOV:
Have the groups share their observations, discuss any

discrepancies in their results, and do further experiments, if

necessary, to come to some agreement. At this paint, they should be

ready to learn terminology if they haven't already. You could say

sanething like this: "You have divided all of the things into 3

croups. Some of these things turn red cabbage water red, some turn it

yellow, and some don't change it at all. Ue have special names for

each of these groups (have the students write these names on their

data table). Those things that turn red cabbage solution red are

called ACIDS; those things that turn red cabbage yellow are RASES; and

those things that don't change the color bf red cabbage solution are

FEUTPAL."

EXTENSIOP:
Litmus and bromthymol blue are other substances that test for

ccids, bases, and neutral substances. The groups may want to take

snother day using these indicators as well.
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ACTIVITY BLOCK C - DO.ACIDSXAUSE POLLUTION?

MAD IDEA:
Acids are environmental pollutants.

FOCUS:

Paraprase: "He have seen that we can divide substances into

acids, bases, or neutral things. Many acids are useful. Lemon juice,

orange juice, liime juice, cider, and vinegar are found in foods. Somr

acids are dangerous. Examples of acids that can be dangerous are
battery acid (sulfuric acid), hydrochloric acid and nitric acid: You

may have heard about acid rain. Lately it has been in the news a

great deal."
Question: Mat causes acid rain? Why is acid rain a problem?

Hhat can be done about acid rain?

PROCEDURE:
Divide the students into groups of four or five.
Each group should plan and implement a project to address these

four questions:
1. Vhat causes acid rain?

2. Why is, acid rain a problem?

3. What can be done about acid rain?
4. What can we do about acid rain? (Group project)

Each group will need to do research ticYanswer the first three

questions. Then group and class discussions with the teacher can
generate rany group/class project ideas so that each group can then

chOose, plan, and implem6nt one. These projects could be as fellows:
n newspaper to distribute to other classes, parents, etc,, '(see

,
attached sample), letters to state and U.S. legislators, business
leaders, etc.; posters and murals to present the problem and urge
alternative solutions; a special T.V. show documentary or news show;
pamphlets to distt-ibute throughout the school and community explainin
the problem and highlighting what can be done; a mock hearing with
each group member role playing a different interest/concern in the
acid rain problem, etc. Students will undoubtedly come up wit}, other

creative ways to present or share their new knowledge about acid rain,
its implications for the environment, and further, implications for

concerned citizens.

NOTE: The entire class could do just one big project usin6 a
division-of-labor strategy, to delegate the tasks to the various

groups.

3,4



EXTEESIO":

Undoubtedly students will run into the concept of pH throughout
their readings about acid rain. It may be useful tc show the studehts
tne pH scale found on the first page of the Acid Rain Fact_Sheet for
Teachers. However, this does not make clear to students the-
logarithmic rlature of the scale (that is, why p pH of 6 has 10 times

more hydrogen ions-the active part of acids--tha9 a pH of 7, and a pP
of 5 has 100 times more ions). One way the students can more
graphically observe the pH scale is to have the students represent pH
units. Make labels for the students on strings. to wear around their

necks, with:
1._ pH ="7 - pure water
2. pH = 6 -

.3.

L. pH = 4 -

5. Mean pH of Adirondack Lakes in 1930 (p/ H = 6.5)

6. pP of purerain (pH,= 5.6) /

7. Mean 0 of Adirondack Lakes in 1975 (pH
You will also need a string about 33 feet-long (11 yards). Have

the "pE = 7" students start, holding one end of the string, in a
corner of the classroom. The student representing pH = 6 should hold

the string 10 cm ZI") away. The student represevting pH = 5 should
hold the string 100 cm,(40") away, and the studem representing pH = 4
should hold the string 1000 cm (400" or 33 feet) wlay., Point out the

location of the following pH values:
mean pH of Adirmdack Lakes in 1930 (pH = 6.5)--3.16 cm or 1 1/4"

away
pure rain (pH = 56)-25 cm or 10" away
mean pH of Adirond6ck Lakes in 1975 (pH = 4.9)--125 cm or 50"

away.

TEACHER PREPARATION:
Do some background reading on acid rain and provide the students

with some resources for their group projects. (See attached Acid Rain

Feet Sheet for Teachers.)
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COLOR CHANGES WITH RED CABBAGE WATER

TURNS RED STAYS PURPLE TURNS GREEN

0

3 6
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4

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS

ACID RAIN FALLS ON LAKES
Sto4ry By:

DEAD FISH FROM ACID RAIN

37

DAMAGE TO CROPS
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ACID RAIN PACKET-FOR TEACHERS
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!MAT CAUSES ACID RAIN?
Precipitation with a pH lower than that/of normal rainfall iso

terned uacidic." *A pH value is a measure? the number of hydrogen
ions (the active elements of acids) that 're present. The more
hydroOt ions ycu have, the greater the pH. A pH is measured'on a
scale from 0-14; with low numbers indicating aoids and high numbers
indicating bases (or alkalis) such as lye and ammonia. lure water has
a pH of 7.

LEMON JUICE

VINEGAR

'MAN pH OF ADIRONDACK LAKES - 1975

I "PURE" RAIN (3.6) -

MEAN pH OF ADIRONDACK LAKES - 1930's
DISTILLED WATER

BAKING SODA AMMONIA

[0
1 i

.6 7 8 9

NEUTRAL

1 1 1.
10 11 12 13 14

BASIC %

Since tLe pH scale is a logarithmic scale, a change of a pH from 7 to
6 represents 10 times as many hydrogen ions, a change from 7 to 5
represents 100 times as mony ions, and a change from 7 to 4 represents
1000 times more hydrogen ions.
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Natural rainfall is slightly acidic, with a pH of 5.6. This is.

' due to the fact that carbon dioxide in the atmosphere combines
chemically with the rain to form carbonic aeid'(the same thing that is

i6 carbonated baerages).
Gases such as sulfur dioxide and the mitrwen ovides are also

sable to combille,with rain to form acids. Sulfur dioxide (SO ) is

naturally produced dueinv volcanic eruptions, b'dt signifieant amount

is also produced as atbyproduct of burning coal containinOnlfur
(which most of our coal contains) and by metal processing factories.

IThen .sulfur dioxide combines with.water, Lt forms,a strong
acidsulfuric acid ,H2SO4). flitrogen oxides (VOx ) Etre found in

automobile exhaust. Thesecombine with rain to form nitric

acidanother strong acitt.

3 9
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A

VNY IS ACID RAIN A PRODLEM
Areas such 03 thP Adirondack Lakes'of rew York State nnd tine

'northern parta of rinnecota,and Oisconsin 3re enpecially sensitive to
damage from acid rain because they haw, lakes with a hard uanitic
bottom. 'Lakes which have 1,imestone bottoms are able to neqtralize _the

* effects of the acid rain because the limestone acts like a buffer.
However, mountain lakes, or lakes in areas where glcciers have scraped
off the top layers of rock, cannot, neutralize the acidity and so the
acid concentration in the water builds up, killing fish and living
organlsms:

roth plants and animals are affected by a drop in p.V.
Interference with reproduction in fish occurs with even a small
decrease in pH, leading to barren lakes. Ninetylakes in the
Adirondacks are fishless because of acid conditions. The productivity
of plants is also reduced due to acid, rain.

In addition to damage to plant4 and animqlsi acidic conditions
leach heavy toxic metals (such Os mercurt lead, and arsenic) from

_ soil and introduces these into the-food chain. Statues and stone
monments.(such as the Parthenon in Greece) are also being worn away
by the acid precipitation.

The shaded region in the mi.') below demonstratbs the extent to
which the acid rain probler$ has spread across the United States.
Shaded areas have an average rainfall with a pH of less than 4.5.

t)

v.%



UHAT CAN BE DOME ABOUT ACID RAIM1
The acid rain problem is a direct rgtult primarily of the use of

coal as a fuel source and-secondarily of auto exhaust emissions.

Certain117stiffer regulationp to limit the amount of sulfur dioxide

and nitrogen oxides would reduce the amount of acid rain, but tLe only

sure measure is to use alternative energy supplies that cion't cause

environmental dmage. This will rost likely demand that Consumers

change their lifestyles and use less energy. An International Joirt

Commission has been established between 'Canada anZ the United Statc:-

to try to regulate the emissions of p'ollutants on an international'

.In addition to chances in energy'sources, a great deal of

research needs,to be done to understand the causes and effects of C3CiC,

rain. It mighb be worthwhile to point out to students that scientists

don't have all of-the answers. Perhaps one'of them will,help to

discover what can be 'done about acid rain.

f
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EARTH SCIENCE
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THE YATER CYCLE
it

MODULE OVERVIEU
The following activities are designed to allow students to

explove tLe phenomena of evaporation and condensation which make up
the water cycle. These ideas will be introduced using a model of the
water cycle. Questions raised by the model will be explored through a
series of hands-on activities which will require the student to make
observations and predictions to help them understand concepts
associated with the models It is not necessary for all of the
students tb do all of the activities. 'Allow their interests and
questions to guide you in the se1ecti9i of appropriate activities, and
don't feel limited to the activities described here. Many students

yill raise questions that can lead them into designing their own
experiments.

APPROXIVATE TDIE: 1 week

KEY CONCEPTS FOR THE MODULE
A. %Then water is heated, it turns into a gas (water vapor) by a

proces known as EVAPORATION.
B. Alhen water vapor is cooled, it turns into a liquid by a

process known as CONDENSATION.
C. In nature the processes of evaporation anC condensation go on

continuously and are referred to as the WATER CYCLE.

MATERIALS NEEDED FOR THE UNIT
Gallon glass jar, small Container (e,g., baby food jar), plastk

wrap, assorted containers, measuring cup, thermometers, pitcher,
plastic glasses, ice, water cycle wheels.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

PREPARATION SUGGESTIONS;
A simulation model of the water cycle is a useful way to

illustrate the concepts of evaporation and condensation while at the
same time serving as a good motivator for discussion.

Directions: FOR GOOD RESULTS, SET UP THE MODEL ONE DAY BEFORE
OPSERVATIONS ARE TO EE MADE.
1. Obtain a 1 gallOn glass jar or some other large container such as

a small aquarium.
2. Fill a small container (such as a baby food jar) with water cnd
place it at one end of the large container.

3. Seal the large container with plastic wrap.
L. Place the model so that one side will be warmed (for instance,
near a lamp, a heater, or in the sun).

The model is ready for use when you see droplets of water at the
cocl ena of the jar.

4 3
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PROCEDURE:
1. Draw the students' attention to the model with a question such as,
"What do you see happening in this jar?"'l
2, FroWthe comments and questions generated by the students as the
various groups share their observations and inferences, initiate a

discussion with some questions such as the following:
a. %That do you see ih the jar?"
b. "Where in the jar are the water drops forming?"
c. "Is one part of the jar warmer or cooler than the other?"
d. "IThnre do the drops of water come from?"

ACTIVITI BL.GCK A--WHAT IS EVAPORATION?

MAIN IDEAS:
1. Energy (in the form of heat) is necessary for evaporation to

take place.

2. An increase in heat will increase the rate of evaporation.

MATERIALS:

Assorted containers, wcasuring cup, thermometers (one per group).

. SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS:

Remind students to use the thermometers for measuring
temperatures ohly (e.g., not for stirring) and that they are
breakable. '

PPEPARATIOF SUGGESTIONS:

No advanced preparation is necessary except to obtain the
necessary materials. Students will set up the activities in class.

4 4
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-F1XUS:

Paraphrase: "In the model that we observed, we saw that water
drops collected on the side of the jar. The next few activities will

help us to see where that water comes from."

Question: Where in the classroom does evaporation take place the

fastest? .

PROCEDU1 .

Using the same groups that were formed the day before, provide
each with a contaner and one cup of water. (Be sure that each group

uses the same anount of water.)
Each group is to choose a loacation that they predict will effect, ,

the fastest rate of evaporation. They should place their container on

that spot. All.containers are to sit there oVernight. 'The next day,
each group should measure tne amount of water left in their container
and report that amount to the rest of the class.

'FOLL01:-UP DISCUSSION:
From the comments and questions generated by the groups' results,

initiate a follow-up discussion with questions such as:

a. "'Which container showed the greatest amount of evaporation?"

. b. "What might have caused the faster rate of evaporation?"
(Evaporation will have taken place faster in most cases if the

containers have been placed near heat of if a wind is blowing over

them.)

EXTENSION: Further Investi,ation
At this point you might challenge groups to design testa to find

dut how each of the follOwing factors affects the rate at which water

evaoporatcs: temperature, movement of the air, amount of liquid
exposed to the air, kind of liquid, al;,ounr, of moisture in the air,

etc. Discuss the necessity of setting up at least two conditions for

each test, so that results can be compared and the iinportance of

varying one factor at a time (i.e., controlling vnriables).

4
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ACTIVITY FLOC1 S -- MAT IS CONDENSATION?

MIN IDEAS:
1. 'Tien water vapor is cooled, the vapor condenses into drops of

liquid water.

2. In order for rain to form, three conditions are necessary:
a. the air must be saturRted with moisture
b. the water vapor must-cool
c, there must be particles for the water to collect on.

NNTERIALS:
Pitcher, 5 glasses, ice.

PREPARATION SUGGESTIONS:
Fill a pitcher with water and ice and set aside for about 15 to

20 minutes until water drops form on the outside of the jar. (If it

is extremely dry in the room, it will take longer.) You will need

this for the second part of the activity,

1

A

Set up five glasses as shown in the diagram below:

-Ark,

TOOM OW 3. Hot Ice . c e,

7iniR law; W47 y,

4 6'
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FOCUS:

Paraphrase: In the last activities, we saw that if we leave a

dish of water out in the air, it will soon be gone (evaporate). In

the model that we observed, we saw that somehow the water fonmed into
drops on the side/top of the jar.

Question: Which of these do you think will produce thv most

water on the sides of the glass?

PROCEDURE:

1. Set up the five glassses as shown above, and then ask the
students to Predict which of these will produce the most water

dmplets on the sides of the glasses. Write on.the blackboard their
predictiOnS and'anY reasons they give.at the start'of the activity, \

Then say, "Let's,try it.and,find,out.". Have the glasses on a. high

table or desk so all the students can easily see them, and have them

record their observations to see how close their predictions were.

Have them predict results if they can and write these on the

blackboard as well. (The,ice v!ater glass should produce the most

drops; but with a humid Fiodmrthe glass of icejuay, too, especially if

the ice is touching the sides of the glass.

2. Mow,-put the pitcher of ice water in front of them and draw

their attention to the drops of water on the side of the glass.

FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSION:
Have the students share their observations and use the comments

and questions generated by the students to initiate a follow-up

discussion to help them to understand the concepts they have been

exploring in the activities 6f this module. Help them use the

information they obtained to understand what'happened with the ice

pitcher, the original model used at the beginning of this module, and,

finally, to understand how rain is fonmed. The following background

information might be helpful.

TEACHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The moisture-filled air around the glass pitcher was cooled' by

the icy pitcher so that the water collected on the side of the cold

glass. The moisture in the air that came from the water evaporating

from the little jar in the big container (the model from the first

day) was cooled sufficiently to condense, collecting on the side of

the glass away from the heat source. In order fcr water to condense

(1) the air around must have water vapor in it; (2) the air must be

cooled, and (3) something f r the water to wllect on must be

available. So, too, rain is formed when (1) the air in the atmosphere

(the clouds) has water vapor in it; (2) the air is cooled, and (3)

there is something for the raindrops to form on (i.e., dust

particles).
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ACTIVITY BLOCK C ;TAT IS THE WATER CYCLE?

MAIM IDEAS:

Water exists in nature in different forms and these forms ore
interchangeable through a process called the water cycle.

MATERIALS:

Handouts for making water cycle wheels.

FOCUS:

Paraphrase: In the last few activities we have seen that if a
dish of water is left out, the water will soon, evaporate (turn into
water vapor so we can't see it). When the air is coOled, the moisture
in the air will Orm into drops of water (condense). The next
activity will help us to see how these processes (evaporation ahd
condensation) are involved in nature to make rain or snow
(precipitation).

Question: What is the water cycle?

PROCEDURE:

Pass out the materials for making the Water Cycle Wheels. Allow
them ttte to color and construct them.

Fou.ce-up DISCUSSIOH:

For the follow-up discussion to the Water Wheel activity, u::,e the

simulation model again. Have them decide as a class how the model
should work if it is attemptiag to explain what happens in nature
(relating what they observed in the model as well as in nature).

1il'I11IIIIIIIIIIi1(1111111111;1111;1111 111,11,11iffi.Pl1"
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Directions
1. Color both wheels.
2. Cut out the complete wheels

and the ,tark areas.

3. Put the top wheel under
the bottom.

4. Fasten with a brass
fastener.

WATER CYCLE WHEEL
Adapted From:
Interdisciplinary Environmental
Education Project, Broward County

Florida
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MINNESOTA'S GLACIAL PAST

MODULE OVERVIEV
In this second module, the students will construct time lines to

help them understand the concept of geoloic time. They will study

the state's geologic history, visually depicted by u flip-booklet.

Stream tables will be used to study the formation of kettle lakes.

APPROXIMATE TINE: 1 week

KEY CONCEPTS OF TNE.MODULE
A. Eventi in history can be expressed on.a time line.

B. During Minnesota's !Dist, glaciers haVe alternately covered

and uncovered the state, leaving their marh upon the face of the.

land.
C. Many of the lakes in the state were formed when large pieces

of i; 61acier broke off and melted, forming hettle lakes. >

MATERIALS MCEDED FOR TUE MODULE
Rolls of adding machine tape, Glacial Flip-Booklets.

INTRODUCTORY'ACTIVITY

TEACHER I.ACKGROUPD:
Discussion of vast amounts of time can be very confusing to the

elomettarr student. For this reason, it is suggested that a graphic

means be used. This can best be accomplished with a time line where

time is represented'as distance on a long piece of paper. \The

following activity will use a time line represented on a piece of

paper 5 meters long. The time period represented is 500 million

yeamz; hence each centimeter represents 1 million years.

PREPARATION SpOGESTIOMS:
Prepare the time line illustrated below usinc, a r-metcr roll of

paper. Remember, each centimeter represents 1 million years, so the

mark for 140 million years ago should oceur 140 centimeters to the

left of the right hand margin of the paper. Also, place the day's

date to the right.

IIIMIIIMMEN111111111111k
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PROCEDURE:

Introduce the tine line with the following story.
"Imagine that you are an ancient astronaut exploring the

universe. One day you are traveling near a star listed on your star

chart as the sun when you notice something remarkable. Off to the

side there is a swirling mass of dirt and gases. You decide to stay

around for a while and watch. As yob do, the swirling mass starts to

harden into a large ball.

-d

"If you had been that ancient astronaut, you would have been

watching the pirth of the earth. Scientists believe that this

happened nearlY\4 and 1/2 billion years ago. Four and one-half

billion years is\very hard to imagine. One way that we, have of

thinking about very long times is tO use a time line'. On a time line,

years are changeeinto,distance. We will use a time line that is 5

meters long. Our eime line is going to represent 00 million years of

time." (MOTE: EachNcentimeter will represent 1 million years.)

Slowly unroll the time line from the present to the past. Have

students come up and held the time line as it is unrolled. Point out

the various time periodS. Students should be aware of the relatively

short history of ht,nan organisms. You might also point out that this

time line represents onlyv500 million years: How lonc would it have

to b to represent tL hiatury of the earth? (45 mpters)

ACTIVITY BLOCK A--WHAT IS A TIME LINE?

!ATP IDEA:

Events in history can be expressed on a time line.

rPrEPIALS:
Rolls of addintl, machine tapc.

PCUS:
Paraphrase: t:e caw that events in the past can be put on a time

'me. In this activity you will have a chance to make several time

lines.
.nuestion: 1104 do you make J timt line?
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ACTIVITY 1

PROCEDURE:
Divide the class into pairs. Provide each pair with adding

machine tape.
Each pair is to make a time line (these will later be shared with

the class and perhaps put up on display).
1. Life Time Line

Students,should measure/cut out a strip of adding machine

tape 15 cm long. Tell them to start at the left side, marking every
centimeter and numbering these in order as shown below.

,

1 2. 3

1.1011111111111INIM111111111111111MINNONNMIill

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Students should uso different colored markers to indicate
1. how old they are today,

2. when they started school,
3. how old they vere,in each,of the different grades.

2., Historical Time Line
Students should obtain a strip, of adding machine pap& 1

meter (1000 millimeters) long. Each millimeter represents one year.

The far right end represents today's date. Ask students, "How many

years ago were you born?" Tell them to make a mark that many

millimeters from the rigk edge.
Students-Mould find opt how long ago each of th-e following

events took place by subtracting that date from today's date. That
will tell them how many millimeters to measure from the right. Have

.theei make a picture to illustrate each event:

1. Civil 1!ar--1864

2. Declaration of Independence--1? 6
ts-

3. Columbus, voyage tei-AMerica=-1492

ACTIVITY 2
As a class project, students may wish to make a large time line

going back to the last glaciers in Minnesbta. The last glpciers are
thought to have left the state about 10,000 years ago. With each
millimeter representing one year, they would need 10 meters (about 33
feet) of tape. Perhaps this would bda gobd "hall project."

Hark on the tape such events as:
1. students ages \

2. age of the school
3. ;"the year your city was founded
4 the year Minnesota became a state 185S)

c. the signing of the Declaration of ndependence (1776)

6. Columbus' discovery of America (149P)

7. the disappearance of glaciers in Minnesota (10,000 years ago)
1

5:2
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ACTIVITY BLOCK B--UHAT DID THE GLACIERS DO TO rIPHSOTA?

IDEA:
During rinnesota's past, glaciers have alternately covered and

uncovered the state, leaving their mark upon the face of the spate.

rATERIALS:
"NinnesoPa's Glacial Past" handout, Glacial Flip-Booklet -,

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: "In the last activity we saw that events of the past

can be put on a time line to help us to picture-the great lengths.of

tirie involved. In this activity we will,look at some of the events in
Minnesota's past, especially the glaciers that helped to make the

rivers and lakes of the state."

Question: How did the glaciers change the face of Minnesota's

land?

PROCEDURE:
Divide the class into groups of three to do* the following two

activities.

ACTIVIlt 1

Each group should answer these three questions after reading

the handouts and perhaps doine further research.

1. Uhat is a glacier?

2. Uben were glaciers in Minnesota?

3. [low did glaciers fqffect the way Minnesota looks today?

DOTE: Students will need to do research to answer these questions.

Since materials on glaciers for students might not be readily

available,.the handout "Minnesota's Glacial Past".should provide the

background information that the students would need to answer the last

two quebtions. Also, the flip-bdoklet pn Minnesota's glaciernwill
help the students to visualize these changes.

ACTIVITY 2

Each group should carefulli plan and implement (after the

teacher has checked over thf plan) a projeet such as the following: a

newspaper.describing the elacier's activity, posters and murals, a TV

. ithow (news, "talk," or documentary format), pamphlets to distribute,

cto.

MTF: These projects could be presented to the rest of the class (or

to other classrooms in the school) and'shared with parents.
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FOLLW-UrDISCUSSIOii:
. Have each group sNare their responses to the questions (have then

turn in their r"oup papers for evaluation purposes) and develop the

'discussion unti. you feel they have sufficient background to plan the

- group projects.

0
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MIMmESOTA'S GLACIAL PAST

,---- 1 THE FACE OF THE LAM
,

R ughly four and one-half .

---------Pn

billio years ago a very

re cable event took place.

r). t of a swirling mass of _

gases and dust a new planet

was forraed--or. so scientists

have guessed. The firut four

billion years of the earth's

history were so full of

changes that there are very

few records of any kind to
show scientists what this time ;_,,..___.:1.14:":1'sg.1...

. k , 41105%,
w,:2a li;:e. Violent volcanoes 4,

and earthquakes, molten lava

and poisonous gases covered :.,

the earth. It is not .'.; . '.

trprising that life didn't '.:, '':. .'

appear on the earth until the
'.. V e --......%°

earth had cOoled, oceans had

appeared, and the atmosphere -

had changed to the oxygen and

niLrogen atmosphere that we

now know. This first

appearance of life occurred

about'\ 500 million years ago.

Thesc,\early life forms were

very 4m!dl water plants and

flow do we know about the earth millions of yearsoago? Certainly

there were no people to write histories. The few records that we do

have of the early history of the earth come from studying rocks. When

you look at picilures of the Grand Canyon, you immediately notice the

.bright bands of color in the rocks. These bands represent different

kinds of rocks that were formed during different periods of the

earth's history. ny. studying these bands of rock, scientists can

learn a great deal about th7: way that the earth was formed during the

first four bi/lion years of the earth's history.

What were some of the events that

occIrred in Minnesota during these early

years? At first the earth was covered

//2".
with seas of hot lava ttat_poured_from_

the Oenter of the earth. Pressures

111 i% ,h1 building up inside of the earth caused

great mountains to bc lifted up. These

mountains towered over Minnesota for

._-

- millions of years until wind and rain

eroded them away leaving only the

granite hills along Lake Superior's

IVMMIN

14. north shore as a reminder of these

prehistoric mountains.
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Up to this point we have

speah'ng about rinnesota,

but real y the State of

rinnc-otp ps a reorraphical

IA:otion is\ ,a very new idea

considcrins \the vast amounts

1. tt7e that we are talking

;-lboot. ripnesota hecae a

territory in, 184C and 6--tate

in 18r,--just\ a little over a

hundred ytars'nco. Just think

or all of the chz,nzes that

this land went throull before
,Avided it Lill into

litieal units af c6ontics
state.

The climate 'of rinnesota

also went throu* mary

changes durinr, the tiric from

arctic cold to tropical

warmth. During the cold

periods, the state was often

covered with great sheets of

ice. Durirr these Ice Ares

tremendous chances took place

in the face :42 rinnesots,

resultinr, in the lakes

rivers, hills and valleys thr,t

make up the Ninnesota that we

know today.

1
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The State of Minnesota lies roughly between 90 and 97 degrees

west longitude (lines that extend between the north and south poles)

and betWlen 43 and 49 degrees north latitude (lines parallel to the

equator). This puts it roughly in the middle of North America (see

the map of Forth America). The area of Minnesota is 84,068 square

rdles and the 1975 estimated census was 3,926,000. This makes the

state 12th largest in size and 19th largest in population.

iT

mee

Minnesota is referred to the "Land of 10,000 Lakes, but

rality there arc more than 14,000.During the_latest glacial age, '

ftate was coVered by six 0-eat iakes, the largest of which, Lake

Agassiz, covered the northern quarter of the state. These lakes,

along with the Glacial River l!arren, formed drainage areas which would

later become rivers and lakes.
We have looked at some of the changes that have occurred to form

the Minnesota that we recor,nize'today. Volcanoes, earthquakes, and

"Jaciers have worked together to form the lakes, rivers, hills, and

valleys of the state.

5
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FORCES THAT HAVE FORMED THE LAND
The formation of the earth involved many violent forces. The

heat and pressure necessary to form the swirling mass of gasei and
dirt into a solid sphere also created internal pressvres that
continually cause the earth to change. The cooling of'' this hot sphere

caused shrinking, wrinkling, and folding, resulting in the uplifting

of mountain ranges.

Volcanoes are often
z:sscciz,td with violent
movements of the earth called'
earthquaVes. Earthquakes
i7,Jner31ly occur along lines of

14eakness in the underlying
rock referred to as faults.
Pressure, either due to
shifting rocks or tb
underground molten rock, cause
P.ovement of huge rock masses
along the fault line.
Earthquakes result from very
rapid roloveme6Ls.

!:owever, movements of large masses of land occur commonly at a

very slow rate. Many of the continents and mountain ranges have been
formed by gradual movements of land masses. These processes take

milliot\s of years.

There are still some reminders of
this long ago time in the hot, molten
core of the earth. Occasionally this
molten core will find a weakness in the
earth above through which to emerge.
This is referred to as a volcano.

Most people are familiar with such
volcanoes as Vesuvius in Italy and Mauna
Loa in Hawaii. :Many of the world's
mountains are former volcanoes.
-Remnants of volcanic -rock found in
Minnesota show that the state once
contained active volcanoes.

Volcanic mountains are not the only
form in which molten material may be
brought to the surface. Often molter

lava will force its way between older
rocks and flow to the surface. Thc
nort: shore of Lake Superior is an
example of a region in which lava formed
`large sheets of igneous rock as it
forced its way to the surface. One of

;the oldest known kinds of rock on the
:surface of the earth, the Ely
,Greenstone, is an example of this type
of rock formation.
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Vhile volcanoes and earthquakes
tend to build up land structures, the
third ferce, erosion, tends to level off
the land. Whenever rocks are exposed
they tend to be worn away by the action
of wind and water, which breaks rocks
into tiny fragments and carries them
away. Gradually, over millions of
years, great mountain rances may be
leveled or huge canyons carved by the
action of moving water.

Other types of weathering may
occur. The freezing and thawing of
water in rock cracks may result in large
pieees of stone breaking off.
Biological species such as lichen have
the ability to dissolve rock and use the
minerals for food. The action of waves
will continually change the appearance
of a beach.

All of the:.e drocesses have had a part in the formation of
,!innesota as we now see it. However, the mog. important process has

not even teen n:entiened yet. That is glaciation.

51
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MINNESOTA'S GLACIAL PAST

Yithout a doubt the most important factor in determining the face

of the land for the State of Minnesota was the tremendous force

exerted, by glaciers. Four major ice ages covered Minnesota, the last

being as recent as 11,000 years ago.
The first major ice age, the Nebraskan Ice Stage, occurred 2

million years ago. This ice sheet extended as far south as St. Louis,

Oissouri. This ice probably covered all of Minnesota, with the

exception of a small region in the southeast corner of the state.

However, it is hard to tell anything more about the effects of this

ice sheet, because most of the effects were wiped out by the next ice
age.

We do know that this ice age lasted for a very long time. It was

followed by a warmer, moist period. During this interglacial
interval, the huge wooly elephant, the mammoth, roamed the state.

The second ice age occurred 400,000 years ago. This ice age, the /

Kansas Ice Stage, extended as far south as Kansas City. Again, this

ice stage covered almost all of the,state, with the exception of-a/
small region in the southeast corner.

A very long warm period followed/

this glacial age. The giant beaver anl

the giant sloth were thought to b

comon at this time. The giant bewm
was roughly the size of a black bear,

ranging up to nine feet long and

weighing up to 500 pounds. Fossil

remains of this animal can be seen at

the Science Museum of Minnesota, in St.

Paul.

One hundred and fifty thousand years ago a third ice age, the

Illinoisian Ice Stare, covered most of Canada with major ice movements

(called lobes) extending into Minnesota and Illinois. Again,

Southeastern Mihnesota was not covered by the ice. This ice age may

have only lastsid a few tens of thousands of years.

The period between the third and fourth ice ages was cooler than

the previous interglacial periods. The mastadon, another form of the
olephant, was found in the state during this time.

The final ice age began 100,000

years ago and lasted for about 90,000
years. This period, referred to as the
Wisconsin Ice Stage, had many lobes

which significantly formed the present

topography of Minnesota. This period is
verY complicated. Three major lobes,

the, Vladena Lobe (later extended as the

Grantsburg Lobe), the Superior Lobe, and
the Rainy Lobe alternately extended into
and retreated from the state (see Figure
3).

twioain ttylViniimalth
14...*
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A GLACIAL FLIP-BOOK

1. Cut out each page of the
book.

2. Arrange the pages in order,
starting with the present
and going backward by
years to 35,000 years ago.

3. Line up the pages.
4. Staple the left side with

two staples.
5. Flip through the book with

your thumb and watch the
movement of the glaciers.
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ACTIVITY BLOCK C--HOW DID THE GLACIERS FORM LAKES?

MAIN IDEA:
Many of the lakes in the state were formed when large pieces of a

glacier broke off and melted, forming kettle lakes.

MATERIALS:
Stream Table (see Appendix), ice.

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: "He have seen that the glaciers had a trehendous

affect on the way that Minnesota looks today. This activity with the

stream table will look at the way that glacial lakes formed."

Questions: How did the glaciers form lakes?

PROCEDURE:
Divide the

,some ice cubes.

of the stream

,bury chunks of

what happens.
to be fairly wet.

class ihto groups, each with their stream table and

Form the sand as shown in the diagram. Mix one'end

table with crushed ice. In the other end, partially

ice in the sand. Allow the ice to melt and observe

For the best formation of kettle lakes, the sand needs

a NIA
MORAPIES MO PLAINS tront tAGIVI MOUS

MAIM 11140141. OW018
SWOON KAMP

Ilt Ot 211111

AFTO GLACtER MELTS

FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSIM
Ask the students to describe what they haye observed. (Little

'lakes are formed.) These kinds of "lakes" that are formed have a

special name because of their shape. Ask the students if anyone knows

what they are called? (Accept various answers and then tell them that

the "lakes" remaining are called "kettle lakes" because of their

resemblance to large cooking kettles.)
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ACIDS AND ROCKS

MODULE OVERVIEW
In this module, students will focus on some of the materials that

make up Minnesota lake bottoms by studying and classifying various

kinds of rocks. They will experiment with the effects of acid (i.e.,

vinegar) on these rocks to help them understand why some lakes are

particularly sensitive to acid rain.

APPROXIMATE TIME: 1-2 weeks

KEY CONCEPTS OF THE MODULE:

A. Rocks can be classified on the basis of their properties.

B. Some rocks will react with an acid (such as vinegar) to

neutralize it.
C. Acids can dissolve metals in the water, resulting in toxic

(pdisonous) materials being released into the water.

MATERIALS HEEDED FOR THE MODULE:
Pop bottle, balloon, baking soda, vinegar, rocks (granite, slate,

sandstone, limestone, dolomite), chalk, shallow dishes, galvanized

nails, eyedroppers, glass microscope slide or mirror.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

PROCEDURE:
Place approximately 1" of vinegar in the bottom of a clear soda

pop bottle. Put two teasp000ns of baking soda into a balloon. The

balloon should have been blown up beforehand to "stretch it out."

Place the end of the balloon over the neck of the bottle being careful

not to let the baking soda and the vinegar mix (see diagram).
Tell the class that the bottle
contains an acid (vinegar) and
the balloon contains a crushed

rock (in reality, carbonates,
a class of chemical compounds
including baking soda, are
found in some rocks). Ask

them to watch.what happens
when the two are mixed.
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"Mat do you See happening when the acid and the crushed
"rock" are mixed tOgether?ft Students should observe that the
balloon blows up ahd that bubbles were given off from the liquid.

Paraphrase theifollowing:
wUe say that the acid and the rock reacted together. How do

we know that they reacted?" (That bubbles were formed givco us a

clue: something new was k'ormed--a gag.)
"In the next few activities, we will be studying the ways in

which the kinds of rocks found in lake bottoms affect how lakes

are damaged by acid rain."

ACTIVITY BLOCF A--OHAT ARE THE ROCKS?

VAIN IDEA:
Rocks can be classified on the basis of their properties.

IMTERIALS:
Rocks that students have collected or prepared rock

collections (see additional resources section).

PREPARATION SUGGESTIONS:
Several days before the scheduled activity, instruct the

students to begin calecting rocks. Tell thein to look for rocks

that look different and are fairly small (about golf ball size).

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: I have asked you to collect and bring in some

rocks so that we can study and classify them.
Ouestion: How.are these rocks alike and different?

PrCEDURE:
Divide the class into groups of three or four. .

Instruct the students t).choose five rocks that seem most

different in appearance. They should place eaCh rock in a space

under the heading "rock." Tell them to think of one
characteristic/property of each rock that makes it different from
all of the other five rocks, and write that characteristi..: next
to each rock under the column marked "difference." Pave them
complete the remainder of the chart by describing the color of
each rock and whether it is shiny or dull.

Have the students number the rocks with a small piece of
stick-on tape, labeling the rock in the first space "1," in the
secon4 space "2," and so on until the last.

After they have numbered their rocks, have them trade charts
and rocks with another group. Uithout looking at the numbers,
have them see if they can decide which rock goes into which
space.

MIN.:UP DISCUSSION:
Have each group share their chart with the class. Point out

to the students that this is similar to the process that

scientists use for identifying rocks.
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ADDITIOFAL RESOURCES:
To be sure that the students have a variety of rocks to look

at, you hay wish to order some of the prepackaged mineral

collections available. The following are some sources:

Earth Science Materials
P.O. Box 2121
1900 E. Lincoln Ave.
Fort Collins, CO 80522
(303) 484-2529
(Several kits available)

Turtox/Canboaeo
8200 South Hoyne Ave..
Chicago, I. 60620
(312) 488-4100
(Basic collection of 15 rocks and minerals #700-62).

fiasco'

.
901 Janesville Ave.
Ft. Atkinson, WT 53538.
(414) 563-2446 .

(Masco Rock:Collection--SA6362N-DJ662)

Vard's Natural Science, Inc.

R. O. Box 1712
Rochester, M. Y. 14603

(716) 467-8400
(Cleveland Elementary Science Collection #45110240)

4.

ACTIVITY BLOCV P.--UHICH ROCKS l'ILL REACT WITH VINEGAR?

VAIN iDEA:
Some rocks will react with an acid (such as vinegar) to

neutrclize it.

ITTFPIALS:
Students' rooks (also samples of calcite, granite, slate,

sr.Indstone, dolomite, quartz, limestone, and marble; if available)

white writing chalk, small shallow dishes, vinegar.

TEACHER BACKGROUND:
The "vinegar test" is a standard identification for the

presence of carbonate containing rocks. Sodium carbonate

(commonly called Nashing soda") and sodium bicarbonate (baking

soda) are two carbonates found around the house. Vinegar reacts

:,ith these carbonates to produce a rapid burst of carbon dioxide

bubbles.
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ACtIVITY 1

MAIM IDEA: 1
Some ricks will react with acid.

MATERIALS:
Students' rocks (also samples of calcite, quartz, liMestone,

and marblet if available), white/writing chalk, sMall,shqllow

dishes, vineux.

PROCEDURE:
Provide each student group

In another dish also containin
/students place a 1 inch piece of cha

limestone, and marble (if available)

.reacts most rapidly?"

/with the materials listed above.
Students should fill a

shallow dish with 1/4-1/2 inch

of vinegar. They then should
place each of their rocks in
the dish and observe for the
presence of bubbles. If

bubbles form, they should put
a plus under the heading "Do
you get bubbles with vinegar?"
If no bubbles form, then they
should put a minus.

Have them leave the
dishes standing for 24 hours.

At the end of that time, have
them record any observations
in the column, "Do you get any
bubbles with vinegar?" Ask

the students, "Was there any
change in the size, shape, or
color of the rocks?"

1/4-1/2 inch of'vinegar, have the
k and pieces of calcite, quartz,
Ask them, "Vhat happens? Uhich

FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSION:
After the groups have shared thei observation sheets, you might

want to discuss the relationship betwee\i chalk, limestone, and marble

(see Teacher Bac4ground).

ACTIVITY 2

MAIN IDEA:
The reaction of an acid with a carbonvte containing rock will

neutralize the acid. \

\

\

MTFRIALC: I

Provide each groOp with

cabbage water. (NOTE': Sane

work--try yours first.

It

three containeris, chalk, vinegar, and red

school room chalks'are not carbonates and

\

'it)
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Some rocks contain calcium carbonate, which also reacts with

vinegar. Examples of carbonate containing rocks are calcite,
limestone, marble, and some forms of chalk. Chalk and limestone
will generally react very vigorously with acid. In fact, marble,

limestone, and chalk ae really the same things. !rm45 Chalk
represents the skeletal remains of dead sea organisms. Time and

the pressure of other materials filling in presses these
skeletons into chalk. Over thousands of years, more pressure
changes this chalk into limestone. Limestone is important to
Minnesota, since much of the state lies on a layer of limestone
bedrockone of the indications that Minnesota was once covered
by seas. Additional time and pressure may further compress
limestone into marble. 6

Environmentally, this is very important. Some lakes, such

as those in south and central Minnesota, have lake bottoms
composed of limestone. Uhen acid is added to the lakes in the
form of acid rain, the limestone is able to react with the acid
to neutralize it. This ability to neutralize acid is referred to

as the buffering capacity of the lake. In other areas, such as
northwestern Minnesota, the glaciers scraped away this limestone
layer, leaving only the hard granite bedrock exposed. Granite
will not react with acid to neutralize it; therefore, lakes with
this sort of bedrock are very sensitive to damage from acid rain.

SoAmin An.

FOCPS:
0

Paraphrase: "In the last activity Wb saw that we could
classify our rock& by things about them that are alike and things
that are different. In this experiment, we will look at the ways
hat some rocks will react with vinegar. What happened to the

baking soda in the bottle the other day?"
Question: Which rocks do you predit will react with

vinegar?
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PROCEDURE:

Tell students to place 1" of vinegar in two containers. In the

third container, tell them to place 1" of tap water. Tell them to

label the first container "vinegar" and the third "water." Have therJ

add about 10 drops'(until there is a definite color) of red cabbage

water to each.

Ask the students, "Does the color of the center container loch

more like the vinegar or the water?"

Have them add a 1/2" piece .of chalk to the center container.

Ash the following: "What happens?"
"After the reaction has stopped, does the center container look

;tore like the vinegar or the water?"

"Mlat has the chalk done?"

FOLLM-UP DISCUSSION:
Have members from each group share their observation sheets.

OTTE: It might be a eood idea to remind the students that the reason

,the vinegar container is red is because it contains an acid (vinegar).

The chalk "takes away" (neutralizes) the acidity. Don't leave the

students with the idea that vinegar turns into water).

ACTIVITY BLOCK C--WFAT DO ACIDS DO TO METALS Ifl THE EEVIPONt r?

!AIN IDEA:
Acids can dissolve metals resulting in toxic (poisonous)

raaterials beins released into the water.

MERIALS:
Each group will need:
Galvanized nails used for nailing shingles (NOTE: galvanized

nails are just iron nails covered with zinc to prevent rusting, and

,they are available in hardware and building supply stores), two

containers, vinegar, eyedroppers, and glass 'slide or mirror.

'EACHER PACYGROUND:
Besides the direct damage that acid rain does to organisms, the

acidity also has the property of dissolving metals which had been

previously in the sedimmt at the bottom of the lake. Toxic materials

sl.ch as aluminum, zinc, and mercury r.,et into the water and from there

:nto the water omanisms. (VOTE: The toxicity of Lany 7etals depends

.epen how,much of the metal is present. Zinc, for example, is an

ir'a()rtant nutrient in small quantities, but when too much is present,

it tecomes poisonous.)
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FOOKI:

Paraphrase: "In the last activity, we saw that certain rocks
were able to react with acids and neutralize (or 'take away') the

acid. This explains why certain lakes are not as sensitive to acid

rain as other lakes."

Question: Eow does acid rain cause poisonous metals to be

released into the water?

PROCEDWT:
Tell the students to fill tWO containers with 1 inch of vinegar.

Into one container have them place a galvanized nail (used for

fastening shingles). They should leave both containers for 24 hour:).

After 24 hours, they should put a
couple of drops from each contairier on a

glass slide or mirror. Ask "Do you

notice any difference?"
Have them let the drops dry. Ask,

"qhere do you think that material in the
,.rop from the container with the nail in
it comes from?" (NOTE: You may also
like to haVe them try'using a lead
sinker or steel wool instead pf a
ti,alvanized nail.)

(Thi:., activity is adapted Iron Easy Experiments with 1.1ater Pollution

by Parry Sootin, Four Winds Press, r. Y. Used by permission.)

7:7-7rSION:
l!avc students reSearch the damage done by acid rain to buildings

and monuments. There have been several articles about the darage that
i3 bring done to the oncient temples in Rome and Greece, as well as to

buildings in Pew York or London, among others.
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APPENDIX

STREAM TABLES

MODULE OVERVIEW
In this first module, students will construct stream tables to

help them understand geologic processes that take place on a lone time
scale. They will carry out experiments with their stream tables to
study erosion by water and to study how ground water forms the water
table.

KFY CONCEPTS OF THE MODULE
A. Stream tables can be used to study geologiCal changes made by

water movement.
B. Streams change in depth and position with time.
C. Ground water (forming the water table) is that portion of

precipitation that doesn't constitute surface run-off nor
remain in

the layer of soil but sinks deep into the ground.

MATERIALS NEEDED FOR THE MODULE:
Cardboard box, plastic bag, masking tape, glue, rubber tube,

buckets, sand, one 1 foot long 2" x 4" piece of wood, ice, clothespin

TEACHER BACKGROUND:

Minnesota has a rich and varied geological history*. Some of the
best examples of the work of glaciers in shaping the face of the land
are found in Minnesota. The "oldest rocks in the world," the Morton
'gneisses (almost 4 billion years old) can be seen in the southwest
part of the state. Glacial lakes and ancient river beds are easily
accessible to students in the various regions of the state. All of
these factors combine to make Minnesota's geological past a study
worthy of student investigation.

However, study of changes taking place over billions of years is
made more difficult for students because of the tremendous lengths of
tiime involved. Several techniques can be used to help students deal
with concepts of changes ovcr long periods of time.' A time line (a
strip of paper with length units representing time units) give a
graphic representation of the relative lengths of tithe between events
in history. A stream table accelerates processes of erosion so that
students can observe the effects of water and ice on land.

ACTIVITY BLOCK A--WHAT IS A STREAM TABLE?

MIN IDEA:
Strew, tables can be used to study geological processes Over

time.

74
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MATERIALS:

For each group's stream table you will need: one cardboard box

(approximately 1 ft. wide by 2 ft. long), large plastic garbage bag,
masking tape, glue, two 2 foot long rubber hoses or tubing (such as
from a surgical supply or hardware store), two cans or buckets, sand,

and one 1 foot long 2" x 4" piece of wood.

PREPARATION SUGGESTIONS:
Stream tables have been-used extensively in geolory and earth

science classes for years, but it is only relatively recently that

stream tables have found their way into the eleNentary classroom (see

the ESS Unit on "Stream Tables"). Unfortunately, teachers have been

hesitant to work with stream tables because of their large size and
potential for messiness. However,-a number of Minnesota geological

principles of interest can be illustrated by a smaller and simpler

apparatus described below. You might want to make up a stream table

ahead of time as a modeL for the student groups.

FOCUS:

Paraphrase: "There are lots of ways that the shape of the earth

changes. Earthquakes and volcanoes change,the face of the earth

rapidly. However, there are slower ways that the earth changes.

Today we will make stream tables to look at the ways that water
changes the shape of the earth."

Question: How does the water change the sand?
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ACTIVITY

STUDENT GROUP HANDOUT

MATERIALS:
To band your streaM table, your group will need the following:

one cardboard box (approximately 1 ft. wide by 2.ft. long), one large

plastic garbage bag, masking tape, glue, two rubber hoses or tubing,

WO cans or buckets, coarse sand, one 1 foot long 2" x 4" piece of

wood.

PROCEDURE
To build your group's stream table:

1. Cut the top off the box leaving 6" sides.

2. Ask your teacher to make a cut 3" from

the bottom around all sides,, but just cut

through the outer surface. Do not cut all

the way through (see dotted line). Also cut

from that point upward at each of the four

corners.

3. Fold each of the sides inward along the

scored line to give a double outer wall.

4. Securely tape all sides and the bottom to

reinforce the box.

5. Apply a layer of glue (or rubber cement)

to the inside bottom of the box.

6. Line the box with a large plastic garbage

bag. Be sure to leave some of the bag
overlapping on all three sides. Smooth the

bottom to adhere to the glue.

7. Securely tape the bag to the box on all

sides.

8. Arrange the sand in a gentle slope. Fill

the shallow end with about 1" of water and

allow the sand to soak up the water. Replace

more water as needed.

9. Set up the buckets and hoses as shown in

the diagram. Start a steady flow of water

out of the resevoir bucket and start a steady

flow of water into the drain bucket by
creating a "siphon" effect: Put the hose

into the resevoir bucket, making sure that
the bottqm of the hose touches the bottom of

the bucket. Suck on the free end of the hose

until the water begins to flaw: Holding your

finger over the free end of the hose) lower
the hose until it is below the bottom of the

bucket and flowing into one end of the stream

table. A steady flow of-water should result.
This flow of water can be controlled by use

of a clothespin clamped around the middle of

t'.e tube.
O. Now form "mountains and valleys" in the

sand, and then turn the water on slowly.

Observe,how the water changes the sand. 7 6
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LIFE SCIENCE

UNIT

78
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A MODEL ECOSYSTEM

MODULE OVERVIEW:
In,this module,kstudents will set up an aquarium and will make

observations and inf rences about the interactions among the non-living
faCtors or.physical environment and the living organisms or populations
in ehis model ecosys4m. Students will then determine the affects of
one non-living-factor (temperature) on a living organism (fish). This
actiVity will serve as a model for the studentsIdesign of their own
experiments to test other factors which might affect the balance of their
aquarium ecosystem.

APPROXIMATE TIME: 6 to 7 class periods

KEY CONCEPTS OF THE MODULE:
A. The'physical environment of an ecosystem is made up of non-living

factors which-interact with each other.
B. In an ecosystem, living organisms are in constant interaction

with each other and ,their physical environment.
C. 'An ecosysteldepends upon the balanced interaction among the

non-living factors or physical environment (e.g., light, temperature, water,
soil) and living factors (e.g., plants and animals.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

You may want to start off this module with an aquarium that you have
already made. This would provide a model for the student aquariums as
well qs a good motivator for many open-ended questions which might lead
to student investigations during Activity Block C. Questions such as the
following might be used:

1. What do you obser;ie in this aquarium?
2. What things do you observe in the aquarium that appear to be

living?
3. What things do you observe in the aquarium that appear to be

4. Do you see any evidence of a relationship between the living
things and the non-living parts of the aquarium?

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: The world in which each plant or animal lives is called

its environment (or habitat). The environment contains other plants or
animals and non-living things such as soil, temperature, moisture, light,
and wink].

We can find many different environments in the area around our homes
and school. We can also make different environments in our classroom such
as this aquarium. We can then use these water environments (or aquariums)
to do experiments that will answer questions about how these living and
non-living things interact with one another and what factors might affect
that interaction.

Question: What can you find our about the living and non-living
things in the aquarium that you will make.

79
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ACTIVITY BLOCK A--WHAT ARE THE NON-LIVING PARTS OF AN AQUARTUM?

\\MAIN IDEA:
The physital environment of an ecosystem is made up of non-living

actor-a-VEIL interact with each other.

TERIALS:
Large, clear one gallon jar with a wide mouth and a lid, half a

pa 1 of coarse sand, crushed gravel, small pebbles, or one bag (500 g)

of aquarium gravel from a pet store, a dishpan, a sieve or strainer, a

sh et of white paper, and scissors.

PRE ARATION SUGGESTIONS:
Allow at least one week Of advance notice for students to bring in

one allon jars. Decide whether to have one aquarium per student group

Or one for each student (which can later be taken home). Hand out copies

of th student directions and help set up the nah-living portions of each

aquar um.

PROCEDURE:
Have student prepare aquariums using the student directions given

below. \Divide the class into group of three or four to collaborate on

the obs4rvations and follow-up discussion. Masters for student worksheets

are proVided on the following two pages.



STUDENT DIRECT116NS

1. Collect the following materials
for the non-living pirts of your
aquarium: large, clear on llon

jar with a wide mouthean a' lid,

half a pail of coarse s nd,
crushed gravel, a dishpan, a sieve
or strainer, a sheet of vhite
paper, and scissors.

2. Wash the jar thoroUghly,
but do not use soap or detergent.

3. Put the sand or gravel in
the strainer and wash it three
or four times until-it has been
rinsed clean. Remove any twigs,
brnaches or leaves that you might
find.

4. Put enough of the washed
sand or gravel into the jar so
that it is 5 cm deep in the
front and 7 cm deep in the back.

5. Place a piece of paper, cut
or folded to fit the jar, over
the sand or gravel. Pour tap
water from a heaker or other
container carefully on the
paper and fill the jar to within

5 cm of the top.

6. Remove the paper carefully,
so that the sand or gravel is
not disturbed.

7. Place the jar in a well-
lighted spot, but away from
direct sunlight. Let the ,;ar stand

without a cover overnight. This

gives the sand or gravel time to
settle and allows the chemical
gases the escape into the air.
The aquarium should not be moved
again.

8. You will be adding living
things to your aquarium in the

next activity.
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,
Observe your aquarium closely, record your obser4at1ons'and answer

the 'following questions.
. . .

1. What makes up the non-living part ot your aquarium?

Rany non-living.things-gan be found in an aquarium. Some of

these are easier.to see th6p others. Make.a.chart like the

one shown below end liq'ttall of the non-living .things- that

you iee or you think dre in your a4uarium. If you can't see,

something that,yOU are listing,-be sure to note that.

4 NON-LIVING THINGS IN OUR AQUARIUM

1. Gravel
2. Water
3. Air (can't see) 4*.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.
1

.

2. How do the non-liying parts of your aquariuminteract with each

other?

Construct a chart such as the one below and record your

findings. .

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE NON-LIVING
PARTS oF THE AUARIUM

. ne non-diving

part

Another non-
living part

How do they

interact?

1. irlater
,

.

a

41r
'

.

Air dis-
solves in
water

,

.
.

2. d

.

.

.

3 .

.

'7
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FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSION:
Have the groups share their observations, charts, and answers.

Keep a list of all the student answers on charts copied on the chalk-
board or poster paper. Save these for the next two ACtivity Blocks.

ACTIVITY BLOCK B -- HOW DO LIVING ORGANISMS AFFECT YOUR AQUARIUM?

MAIN IDEA:
In an ecosystem, living organisms are in constant interaction with

each other and their physical environment.

MATERIALS (for each stUdent group):
Two common guppies (get one male and one female) or ti..co minnows

(again, one male and one female), an aerator, three or four rooted
aquatic plants such asSlodea or eel grass, a handful or floating plants
such as duckweed, three ar four good sized snails, and brine shrimp.

FOCUS:

Paraphrase: You .have set up the non-living parts of,your aquarium
and have made some observations about their interactions yith each other.
Now you will add living organisms. Plants and animals that live in the
sarile environment are usually found in groups rather than as individuals.
All of the individuals in such a group are called a "population."

Question: How do these living organisms or popujations interact with

each other and the non-living parts of your aquarium?

PREPARATION SUGGESTIONS:

You need to decide whether to have students obtain their own living
materials or whether you will order these orgainisms from a-biological
supply house or any pet store. If minnows are used, they may be bought
at a bait store, but aerators will be neeaed for each aquarium. Maintain

the original group or individual student arrangements and hand out copies
of the student directions for adding living organisms to their aquariums.
If students ask what the fish, snails, and daphnia will eat, You may tell
them,that this question will be answered by their observations.

0
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STUDENT DIRECTIONS

1. Collect the following materials
for the living parts of your aquarium:
two guppies or minnows, three or four
rooted plants, a handful of floating
plants,:three or four snails, and
brine shrimp.

2. Place the rooted plants in holes
made with your fingers. Put the
taller plants at the back and the
shorter plants at tilt_ sides. Leave

the middle and front open, so that
'you can see what is happening in
your aquarium.

3. Place a bag\with the fish,
snails, and brine shrimp into the
aquarium and let it flodt for an
hour. The water in the bag should
then be the same temperature as
the aquarium water. Now you can
put the fish and snails,into your
laquarium and'remove the bag.
(Remember, if you are using.minnows,

,then.you must have an aerator in
yout aquarium).

4. Put the floating plants carefully
on the top of the water. Use only
as many plants as are needed to
cover about half of the surface of
you aquarium.

5. When you,have complete the steps
above, cover the top of your aquarium
with a screw-on lid or a piece of
glass. Do not punch holes-in the.
lid!
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Observe your aquarium closely, record the observations and answer
the following questions.

1. Now that you hav;e added living organisms, whAt can be found in
the water environment of your aquarium?

A. If you lived in your aquarium, how would you describe your

habitat? (Be very specific!)

B. Make a detailed diagram or drawing of your habitat.

C. What makes up the living environment in the aquarium? Make a

chart like the one shown below and list all of the living things that
you find in your aquarium.

GROUPS OF LIVING THINGS IN OUR AQUARIUM

Name of Group Population size of
Group

D. Check the population size for two or three days and record, this
data. What podulations in your aquarium have increased or decreased? What

might be a reason for the increase or decrease of population size?

66
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2. How do living organisms interact with each other and with the non-living

parts of your aquarium? Construct charts such as the two below to record

your findings.

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE-LIVING
PARTS OF THE AQUARIUM

1. Fish Snails

Snails remove
fish waste

2.

------0

3.

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE LIVITE----1
AND NON-LIVING PARTS.OF THE AQUARIUM

. Fish Water

Swimming
Breathing

11,

86
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FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSION:
Have4,the groups share their observations, charts, diagrams,

and answers with each other. Add these charts to the ones already on
the chalkboard and list the student's answers.)

From the discussions of the charts on the interactions, you can
help them to come to an Understanding of the meaning of ecosystem
(see Key Concepts A and B). Explain that this is a model ecosystem
rather than a natural one, and in order to continue without deaths,
it must be balanced (i.e., if they leave the cover on, the plants and
animals should have everything that they need to survive.) When an
ecosystem is balanced, all parts are working well. A simple test to
find out if the aquarium is balanced is to remove the cap and smell
the water. If the water isn't pleasant smelling or if plants and
animals are dying, then the ecosystem is nit in balance.

Special reference to the eating relationships or food chain of
the living organisms in the student aquariums would be appropriats
here. Ask students to describe any evidence of feeding among the
organisms. Put their answers on the chalkboard in a food chain
structure such as the following:

Guppies or Minnows

Brine shrimp Snails

Plants Fish waste or plants

Focusing on some of the students' observations and answers will lead
into Activity Block C, students experiments on factors that affect the
balance of their aquarium ecosystems.

6 7
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ACTIVITY BLOCK C -- WHAT AFFECTS THE BALANCE OF AN AQUARIUM ECOSYSTEM?

MAIN IDEA:
An ecosystem depends upon the balanced interactions among the

non-living factors or physical environment (e.g., light, temperature,

water, soil) and the living organisms (e.g., plants and animals).

MATERIALS (for each student group):
Two aquariums, a thermometer, a straw, a small strainer or dipping.

net, a soup ladle or measuring cup, ice cubes; a small glass container,

and other materials specified by the students for their self-designed

experiments.

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: Each one of you has been observing and studying the

interactions of the fopulations of living organisms with each other and

- with the non-living ,parts of a model ecosystem, your aquarium. These

interactions must be balanced er the -organisms will begin to die.

Question: What liVing or non-living factors might affect the balance

of your aquarium ecosystem?

ACTIVITY 1

TEACHER INFORMATION:
Students will be counting the number of times a fish's mouth and

gill covers open and close to determine a change in breathing rate when

the temperature of the surrounding water sslowered. When not feeding,

the opening and closing of a fish's mouth is a.swallowing of water

which is expelled through the gills, so the gill covers move as the

mouth closes. The dissolved oxygen is taken from the water and carbon

dioxide is released. The rate of movement of the mouth and gills is

directly related to the temperature of the water. The oxygen demand of

a fish is dependent upon the body temperature which is determined

largely by the surrounding water temperature. As the.temperature is

lowered, the body reactions of the fish are reduced. Consequently, the

fish's oxygen requirement is also lowered; the volume of water passed

over the gill covers and the mouth is reduced'. An observer watching

these movements should be able to detect these changes.

PROCEDURE:
Provide each student group with a set of materials aad copies of

the student dil.ections given on the next page. Each group will be testing

how a change in water temperature affects the breathing rate of a fish.

The breathing rate is determined by counting the number of times the

mouth and fill covers open and close ih a 15 second time period: The

breathing rate is first determiried at room temperature and then rechecked

after the water temperature has been lowered. Remind the students that

the ice cubes should be added gradually to allow the fish time to

adjust to the colder water. Also, remind students that the thermometer

can break easily, so use them carefully.
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- STUDENT DIRECTIONS

1. You will need the following materials: one aquarium; a thermometer;

a dipping net or small s er; ice cubes; a small glass container such

as a small peanut buç,.el jar beaker or bowl; a soup lad1e or measuring

cup; and a straw.

\
2. Use the soup ladle or easuring cup to take water from the aquarium

and put it into the small ontainer. Make sure there is enough water

in the container for the fi o swim. Remove a fish from the aquarium

,with the dipping net or strainer and place it in the small container of

water. \

3. Take the temperature of the water in the small container. Be
,

sure chat the end of the thermometer is in the middle of the container

and is not resting on the sides or the bottom. Record this room
_ ,

temperature on the data sheet. (Thermometers can be easily broken,

so use care.)
0

k

4. Determine the breathing rate of one of the fish in the small container.
One way to do this is to count the times that the mouth and gill covers
open or close in a 15 second period.- Two students are neeled to do

this -- one to time and one to count. To get a good average number of

counts per 15 seconds, take eight counts, then add the counts together

and,divide by eight. Make a shcart, such as the one below, to average the
breathing rate counts and to record your data.

, SUM

AVERAGE

TEMPERATURE

,

,.

,
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5. 'tower the temperature of the watep, Very gradually or the fish could

be harmed: oPut one ice cube in the /ontainer at a time, so the fish

can adjugt to the colder water. Stir the water slowly and carefully

with the straw to mix the colder waier throughout the container. Check

the temperature of the aquarium waker with the thermometer after each

ice cube has melted and the water has been stirred. When the temperature

reaches 44-45°F (7°C), immediat ly remove any unmelted ice cubes.

/RecTrd the temperature on the d ta sheet.

6. jUse the same method as in Step 3 to determine the breathing rate

for your chosen fish and rec rd it on the-data sheet.

7. Put the fish back in is original aquarium.

8. Make some conclusion,/ ba-ed

1

9. The whol procedure, steps 1
other.fish in your aquarium, if

on your experiment.

through 8, can be repeated with the

you wish.
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FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSION:
Each group will present its experiment repost to the rest of the

class. Discuss what they learned abOut the interaction of one ron-living
factor with a living organism f.rom the experiment that they performed.

ATVITY 2

MATERIALS:
One aquarium, additional materials depending upon the students'

designs

FOCUS!
)Paraphrase:In Activity 1, you determined how one non-living factor,

temperature, affected a living organism, a fish, in your aquarium. You
will now be designing your own experiments to show what other living or
non-living factors affect the balance of your aquarium ecosystem.

Question: What living or non-living factors affecf- the balance of
your aquarium ecosystem?

PROCEDURE:
Each group is to design and darry-out at least one experiment

(no more than one experiment for every two aquariums) to see what
liying and non-living factors might affect the valance of the aquarium
ecosystem. The experiment design or plan should be approved by the
teacher before eginning the experiments. Ideas for possible factors,
or variables to test are:

--amount of light falling on the aquarium
--different sources of light
'--number of fish, plants, snails, or brine shrimp
--punching holes in the lid
--completely removing one of the populations (e.g., fish, plants, snails,

or brine shrimp)
--Adding an aerator, if not already used.

Remind students that they can change only one thing for each experiment
..nd everything else must be the same in the two aquariums. Students can
observe: fish respiriation rate (count the number of times the ffsh open
and close their mouths tn a designated period of time); movements of
organisms (how often, how fast); where organisms are found, plant bubbles
or plant colors, etc.

FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSION:
Each group will present its experiment report to the rest of the class.

Discuss what they learned about water ecosystems from the experiments that
they performed and also what they learned about designing and conducting
experiments.

EXTENSION:
Illustrating short stories or poems about their aqua,A....ip perhaps

from the snail or fish's point of view) would be good extensions to
the.aquarium activities.
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A FIES TRIP

A field trip to a lake or stream is a wonderf61 opportunity'for

students to apply what they tave learned in the lab to the "real
world."Students gain a greater adpreciation for their role in nature

by the. udy of nature in its natural setting.
However, effective field trips take a great deal of advance

planning if they are to be the best possible learning experiences.
This unit will provide you with the information necessary to have an
Outstanding experience outdoors.

I. SONE BEGINNING QUESTIONS

A. What do I hope td'accomplish?
There are a variety of'reasons for going on a field trip--nbt all

of which are good reasons. _Field trips are best used to relate
experiences in the lab or classroom to the "real world." Lab

eiperiments, while "fun" for students, are often viewed as being

separate from anything that goes on in the world. Field trips help to .

bridge this gap between the isolated experiments done in the lab and

the way that these concepts fit together to help us understand the

grand scheme of nature. 'However, for the field trik to be worthwhile&

sufficient advance plannihg is needed.

B. Whee shall we go?
An understanding of what you hope'to accomplish will help yo9 to

decide where to go and what to do. On the simplest level, a trip to a

local lake'or pond (and'there are few places in the "Land of 10,000

Lakes?' without a nearby liond) will provide a wealth of information and

experience. Though more expensive, a triito one of the larger lake5 .

allows students to experience the effects of a larger aquatic

ecosystem. ,You will heed to consider the amount of time available and

how much you can afford to spend. Nature centers may have programs

available to help at a reasonable cost (or even sometimes at no cost).

C. What plans will I need t% make?
The following is a check list of advance planning that you may

need to.consider:
Availability of,facilities (if reservations are necessary)

Permission of school administrators and.coordination with

other teachers for release of students.

Transportation
Parent leaders (probably at least 1 per 8 students for

maximum safety near water).
Parent permission slips (be sure to indicate where the-

students plan to go and any specia.l clothinp that they will

need).
Materials for working in the field (plans are given in the

next section)
Lab sheets, record books, etc.

92
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D. What materials will I need?
Collecting jars (baby food), cord, metal lid, eye bolt,

washers, nuts, small bottle, nails, Waterproof tape, cork, screw
eye, 1" x 1" pine wood, window screen, wire loop (or banding
iron); nylon stockings, rubber bands, wooden dowel, heavy wire
(e.g., coat hanger wlre), thermometer, large nails, magnifying

glasses.

II. PREPARING STUDENTS FOR THE TRIP

There are nmny things that can be done ahead of time to plan
.for a SOCgesSful field. trip. Maps of the area are,useful in
'prienf,ingstudents to the site (better ,y,et would be slidè stthat

'you Might have taken on a previous trip). Excellent maps e

available 'mm:
Branch of Distribution, Eastern Region
U.S. Geological tlii---vey

1200 South Ends Street
'Arlington, VA 22202

These maps can be used to plan out a study scheme. Student

groups can be made reponsible (as their group task) for
different partsof the lake area.

You will also want to have Students prepare some equipment
for use in.their Audy. Plans for some of this equipment are

given below.

1. SECCNT DISK

4

A secchi disk is used for measuring the clarity of the

water. You will need a large (5-6" diameter) can lid, an
eye bolt, two washers, two nuts, and 20 feet of rope. Paint

the disk (using water proof paint) black and white as shown
in the diagram. Drill a hole through the center of the lid
and attach the bolt. Tie the rope to the eye bolt and make
a knot ip the rope every foot. These knots will be used to

reasure the depth. To _use the secchi disk, stand on the

edge of ti pier or lean over the edge of a boat. Drop the

disk into the water and slowly lower it until it just
disappears. Record this depth. Raise the disk until it

just appears and reqord this depth. Take an everage of We
two depths as the reading. This gives an indication of how
Tar light can penetrate. Since plants need light.to live,
this depth is nn indication of the productNity of the lake.d 4

In other words, if, a lake is very cloudy,then not as many
plants can live in it.

NW or 1,jocj

Med 'NI( :///
Line or Chain

Wte

Weijkt
131:09



2. !!ATER ..SAVPLEE

Tie several nails or weights to the outside of a small

bottle to make it heavy. Insert a screw eye intc a cork the

proper size for the bottle. Tie a cord.around the neck of

the bottle and then leaming some slack, knOt the cord to the

eye (see diagram). ,Knot the cord every foot. To use the

water saLpler, gently lower the bottle into Vile water until

it reaches the desired depth (as measured by the knots on

the cord). Pull the cord sharply to remove th& cork. i!hen

the bubbles have 3topped, pull the bottle tb the surface and

pour some of t!.e Water into small sz'ople bottle.

3. SORTINC SCREEN

A sorting screen is used for filtering sand.and gravel

on the beach. Make a wooden frame 'of 1" x .1";board 12" lone

by h" wide. Attach to the frame a piece of windoz screen

(the large mesh size will ,work best). Pe sure to fold up

the edges to get a secuhe fit. To use the.screen, place a

sample of sand into the screen and sha4e the screen back and

forth to sift the sand. Thi8 works best with tiro people.

4. PLAIKTOM PET

Make a circle ou of wire or bandin iron. Attach a

.nylon stocking to the circle. Toward the end of the

'1

stocking insert a all bottle and secure the stocking to

the mouth of the bo.tle with rubber bands. Tie strings to .

the opening of the stockirig to use as a tow line. To use

the plankton net,.drag the neL thrOugh the water off the end

of a pier, behind a boat, or in.the shallow area. Collect

plankton in the bottle. IIHI or wire,

i

1 ,
Tow SKI

Ruaer %nth

rock**
Stall% tede.

94
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5. DIP ITT

A dip net can'be made in similar manner. Drill a hole

in the enC' of a wooden doel and insert two ends of heavy

piece of wire. Form the wire into a circle and attach a

piece of nylon stocking, Us.this net to scoop.up small

organisms by hand.

6. 'WEPrOVETER
;

,Attach n cord to*a thermometer. ;:not the cord every

foot. To use drop the thermometer to the desired depth and

leave it for several minutes. Draw it up rapidly and read

the temperature quickly.

Cc )
7. COLU'rTINc JAPS

Paby food jars work well. Bring along tace for

4 FEU TPIP

Nvide thc 3tudents into Ixoups of three or four (depen'oin:,

tro 41,mber ()-(' Ault leaders). There should be a parent-leadPr

fc,r ever'y.two iTrAlps at least. Thf,f.e two groups will vork,hear.

enci) otLer Sp Uat tee one leader can supervi hoth

LiNultancouyfly.

7
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ACTIVITY 1

I,
Using four large nails and 4 yards of cord, stake out a

square plot of land on the stiore, measuring 1 yard in length;oni

each of the sides. necord 4verysthing that you observe within

that plot of land. If you dOn't know the name of something,

describe it the best you ca ' 'At

4

4

ACTIVITY 2 '

vitiONWIL"11'
I I

-1

\Ai* kliitAlig

tri4-

ir
\ 4/P4 1114UI)

Look at the itaterial right on the edge of the wpter. Mat
is it made of (pebbles, sand, mud, etc.)? Vhat eoes this tell

you about the way that tlie.aake was formed?.

ACTIV,iTY

Look at the watdr1
Describeyhat YoU'pbseye.

you see any V;Ints or animals?

9

4,
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ACTIVITY 4

Collect a small amount of pond water in a jar. Osinr a

magnifying glass, look closely at the water. I:hat do you see?

Cs,

ACTIVITY 5
0

Thke temperatures at various spots on the lake. If there is

a pier or a boat available, walk out an it and take measurements

of temperatures at various depths. Does the temperature change?

Take temperatures at various points along the coast. Are there

2ny differences? ilhat might explain this?

ACTIVITY 6

:: . kt, .,
: ;; S\,1,01 :.

qi, , ...........-,.... Ns, s`-',4,AN\k,* A. ''V S'se .....;,........
j

...
N.\

= ma.
... '''....ftfta...........ft'.."....."...mly ..."

........, ,............................... ..
.......m..................11.

2tandinz on a pier (or leanin fron a boat) drop the sccchi

disk into the water until it just disappears from sight. Record

the depth from ti-e number of knots. Pull the disk up until it

can just be seen. Record this depth. Find the number which is

halfway between these two numbers. Record that number as the

depth where the disk disappears from sight.
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ACTIVITY 7

Standing on the pier or in a'boat, collect a water sample

from near the bottom of the lake using the water sanpler. Seal

and labelthe.jar with the data, location of the sanple, and

nams of the students in the group.

- ACTIVITY 8

Drag the plankton net along the side of the pier, behind a

boat or just off the 5hore kine. Seal and label the jar with the

date, locattion, and names of the students in the group. Also,

label the jar "plankton."

ACTIVITY 9

Using the dip net, sift a net full of water. Do you see

anything? Repeat several times and record observations.

ACTIVITY 10

Using the sb-rting screen, sift through some of the beach

material. Do you see anything? Collect the objects that are

left behind in :the screen. Make a list of observations about

these objects.

9
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IV. BACK IN TPE cussimr

Spend some tim discussing with the students what tt'ey

learned from the experience. Compare observations from the_
various activities and differeqt groups.

ACTIVITY 1

Place the water samples collected in the sunlight. Check

them every day using a magnifying glass. Do you see any
difference between water collected at the top of the lake nnd
water collected at the bottom of the lake

ACTIVITY 2

rake diagranz showing the various things that you see in the
water.

-ACTIVITY 3

rake a dravinj of the lake showing your feelings about the
field trip.

ACTIVITY 4

!!rite F poOn or a short paragraph about your field trip
eqorience.

lecm

SW

III ilia, '741

i1111111111111 1111111
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11111111 11111111110111111
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ACIDS AND ERINE SHRINP

!:ODULE OVERVIEW
This module'focuses on the effects'of acids upon a small marine

invertebrate. Students will observe the hatching and behavior-of
brine shrimp,under normal conditions. The effects of acids on the

Prevention of hatching is intended to deLonstrate the damage that acie'

rain doe.; to living organisms.

PPPPDXIMTE TIME: 14: weeks

!'.EY CONCEPTS CF THE NODULE:-

A. Proper conditions of salt concentration and temperature are

required for brine shrimp to hatch.

B. Brine shrimp respond to light.

C. Acids will prevent the hatchng of brine shrinp.

nTERIALf, NEEDED FOR THE NODULE:
Brine shrimp, shallow pans, non-iodized salt, cardboard.pieces,

oyodroppers, magnifying glags, light,source, rani mixinr, tray (or egr

crton), plastic wrap, vinegar.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

:nTERIAL3:
Brine shrimp ezgs (avdilable from a pet store)

PROCEDURE:
d

Place some brine shrimp eggs on a piece of paper. Ask the

students to observe some of them and to guess what they might be.

ACTIVITY mocr A--UNAT CONDITIONS ARE NECESSARY FOR BRINE SHERI) TO

PAM?

aN IDEA:
Proper conditions of salt concentration and temperature are

required for brine shrimp to hatch.

NATERIAft:
Each student group will need:
Nrine shrimp, shallow pan, non-iodized saltl.cardboard piece,

eyedropper, magnifying glasses.

FOCUn:

Paraphrase: ne looked at something and you made guesses as to

what it Light Le. Let's s6c. if we can find out what it might be by

putting it in water (if you have time you may wish to ask tha students

to jive you suggestions as to ways of findines; out, what the material is

and ther test those.suggestions that arc feasible). It may take

averal days so we will have ta, watch daily.

question: What hapPenS eventually to the_.substance when we put

it into water? 100
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ACTIVITY 1

--TEACUP PREPAPATIOP:
Prine shrimp need calt water in order to hatch. .11, prol.cr

solution can be made by ndxing 8 teaspoons of non-iodized salt witt 1

quart water. (You will probably need to make at least a gallon of
solution for a class of 30 students. If you have storage space and n

. container, it is best to make this all at once.) Use distilled voter,
on tap water that has set for 24 hours to allow the chlorine to
escape. The temperature should ideally be between 70 and 80 degrees
Fahrenheit. If it is Colder, the eggs take too long to hatch. If it

is hotter, the oxnen concentration begins to drop too low for th(
brine shrimp to survive.

PPOCEDURF:

Divide the class into groups of three or four. Provide each
croup with a shallow pan and some salt water.

Cut a piece of cardboard 2 inches longer than the Width of the
pan and about an inch wider than the depth of the pan. Slot both ends
of the cardboard so that it will fit over the sides of the pan leavirte,
about a 112" clearance at the bottom (see diagram).

Pour ehough salt water into the pan to fill it 1/2 inch. Sprinkle
about 1 teaspoon of the mystery material (brine shrimp eggs) into the
water at ene.end of the pan. Place the pan in a spot where it will be
wan; and undisturbed (but not in direet'sunlight).

After,24 hours, observe the pan. (TEACHER VOTF: If imall movitv
objects are seen--white to red in color--then the brine shr' , have

hatched. To separate the shrimp from their egg shells, have student
:1-oups place a piece of cardboard.over the end df the pan with the
cgt,s to cut off the light and place the other end in the light. Soon
the shrimp will rove toward the'light. They can then be traneferrec:
to a cleen container of salt water with an eye dropper.)

Observe the mystery material wtttea magnifying rlass (or
microscope if available). Destribe in words and draw a picture of
11hat you see.

FCLI,011-UP DISCUS:dor:

!lave stue.ent uoups report their observations and share their .

,!ravines. Pave thel infr whether the original naterial Fas livirv, or
ron-livir Pave then explain what led them to this conclusion. l'eve

ten tell yno what type of living material this niEht Ise (c.g., plant,
nnimel, fish, ete.) After they have guessed, tell then that they have
just observed the hatching of Brine Shrimp. Eave thew label their

;ieturee "Princ Shrimp" and put them up on display.

(-)i



ACTIVITY,2
Once your class has succeeded in hatching the brine shrimp, you

yeish to have them look at some of the factors controlling brine

shrimp hatching. Have the students suggest some cf the things that

could be tested which might affect brine shrimp hatching. They way

wish to consider:
a. temperature (to a limited extent, the higher the

temperature, tle faster they hatch. However, above 85 F the

amount of oxyten in the water drops below the lev'el where

brine shrimp can survive.)

b. m.ount of salt in the water:

c. crowding ofxbrine shrimp.

d. amount of light.

NOTE: If you wish to keep your brine shrimp for an extended,

period of time, they should be fed a small mocint of dry baker's

.
yeast every couple of days. Don't overfeed them or the yeast

will begin to grov in the water and cause the water,to become

fouled.

FOLLG;-UP DISCUSSIOV
rave student groups share the experimental reports and then

discuss their tnplications s a class.

ACTIVITY 5Locr D-401: DO DRINE SHIM' REACT TO LIGHT?

flAIr IDEP:
flrine shrimp respond to light by moving toward the

VATERIALS:
Brine shrimp, light source (e.g., flashlight), shallow pan,

cardboard divider, salt solution, cardboard card (to cover half

of the shallow pan)

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: In a previous activity we saw that the sand-like

raterials were really the eggs of a small water creature. In

this activity we will look at the way that this organism responds

to light.

Question: How do brine shrimp respond to light?

PROCEDURE:
Ask student groups to design an experiment to answer the

quest:ion_ The procedure below is one approach that they might

choose.
Clean out a shallow hatching pan. Place the cardboard

divider across the pan, leaving 112" clearance at the

bottom. Plaoo-.1,/2 of salt solution into the pan. Pour e

container of brine shrimp (which have been separated from

their egg shells) into one end of the pan. Inuediately

cover that end with a cardboard card. Shine a light at the

othar end. After several minutes, cover the other end with

the cardboard card and shine the lif.ht.at the opposite cJid.

102
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PXTENF.Ior: Other Variables Affecting Brine Shrimp Behavior
Ask the students, "Can you think of anything elsc that adult

brine shrimp might'respond,to?" Allow the student grJups to test
their own ideas by designiiig experiments. They may suggest such

things as:
1. .temperature (put an ice cube in one end),

2. food (put some yeast in one.end),
3. .sound (strike a tuning fork at cne end).
should then write up.an Experiment Report as in Activity

Block A--Activity 2.
ACTIVITY BLOCK C--HOW DO ACIDS AFFECT BRINE SHRIMP?

MAIN IDEA: //
Acids will prevent the hatching of brine shrimp.

MATERIALS:
Each group will need: White plastic paint mixing tray or

egg carton, brine shrimp, salt solution, vinegar, eyedroppers,
plastic wrap.

FOCUS:
Paraphrase: In the last activity we saw that brine shrimp

respond to light. In this activity we will look at the way that
acids affect the hatching of brine shrimp.

Ouestion: How do acids affect the hatchim7 of brine shripp?

PROCEDURE:
,Provide each student group with a set of raterial-,
Instruct the students to fill each,container of a paint

mixing tray or egg carton with salt solution. They should mark

the first container lino acid." Each subsequent container should

be marked "1,2,3 . . . etc." In the container marked "1," have'
them plebe 1 drop of vinegar, in the dontainer marked "2," 2
drops and so forth until all are treated. A small amount of
brine shrimp eggs should be sprinkled over each container. Have
them lightly cover with plastic wrap to slow down evaporation.
(NOTE: 14ith such small volumes of liquid you will have to
carefully monitor the evaporation. If containers do appear low
in Jolume, refill them with distilled water.) N4,,

After 24 hours, ask students, "What do you observe?" Have
students count the number of hatched brine shrimp with a
magnifying glass. This.should be plotted on a graph.

0

Ask the students, "How does acid affect the ability of brine

shrimp to batch?"

103



Students may be interested in looking t the. way in which

acids affect the behavior of adult brxne shrimp. Have them put a

few t:rops qf salt water on a glass platr.'(or piece of waxed

paper), using an eyedropper, a brine shrimp should be on the

water. Have the studeqs observe the motion for awhile. Ask the

students, "How raPidly 0C3S the brine shrimp move around the

drop?"
Have them carefulAr place a drop of" vinegar to one 'side of

the salt water drop so that it just touches, itsk the students

the following questions:
"What effect does ti-js have on the brine shrimp?,

"Does the brine'shrimp move toward the vinegar or\away?"

"l'hat does this tell you about the effeots of acierain on

living things?"

104
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THE ACID RAIN GAME

TEACHER EACKGROUND
What has left over 200 lakes in the Adirondack Mountains of New

York barren of ffsh and threatens to do the iaidetothe lakes of the

Dou:tdary Waters Canoe area in the northern regions of gihnesota? What

is destroying the ancient temples of Greece? What has become thë

second most serious e*ronmental problem in the United States and.is

also becomng a worldwide problem? Rain. The substance needed by all

plants and animals in order to suevive has become, in a special form,

a potential,killer. Acid rain, if unchecked, has the potential to

destroy not only lifefonns, but also many of the monuments of mankind

constructed throughout the ages. But, what.is "acid rain"?

All nomal rainfall is slightly'acidic. This acidity is-the

result of tpeiTmbination...of carbon dioxide in the air with the rain

to fonn carbonic acid, the same substance'found iu-soda pop. In

modern societies, an tAbalance between the normal acidic levels and an

overload is being created. Sulfur dioxide produced by sti activities

as burning coal and nitrogen oxides from automobile exhau t i

inCreasing at such rapid rates that when they combine with he

moisture in the air, sulfuric acid and nitric acid are fonned. These

acids are then returned to the earth during nonmal rainfall periods as

acid rain. increased acidic concentrations in lakes can result in the

eventual extinction of all life within the lake.

These sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide gases do not recognize

state or even national boundaries.
SUlfur dioxide produced by a power

plant in one area my be carried thousands oe miles to be dumped on

another area. "The problem bf identifying a pollution source many

thousands of miles away, compounded with international disagreements,

makes regulation very difficult.
It:is increasingly important, therefore, that people became aware'

of acid rain and its effects. As present and future decisions about

the environment are considered, it is.important that elementary age

stydents come to grips with the problem. It was for this,reason that

the Acid Rain Game was made.

ACID RPM 'GAME: DESCRIPTION

The Acid Rain Game is a'board game designed to help students

explore the relationships among the production of power, the making of

a profit, and the death of fish from acid pollution. Students are

given.opportunities to make important decisions aboUt the production

of power and to'observe the results of decisions.

The game functions best as a,springboard activity to the study of

acid rain problems. As such, it serves to arouse student intereSt in

the topic and focus attention on key issues. The game serves as the

first step in the study of acid rain to initiate some questions which

will be answered later during the students' study.

106
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FOLLOW-Up DISCUSSION: 4

Since this game is designed as a springboard activity, it
4_

inport;nt to follow up the game with some additional activities
looking at the prOlems of acid rain. The following questions may be
used to get the students thinking abodt some of these environmenta
problems.

1. Has either country really "won"?
2. What happens wtien one country doesn't have enough food to

feed its people or enough power to run its industries?

3. If you heara that a U.S. power plant was polluting the lakes
of another.country, do you think that the U. S. power plant shouW
stop polluting even if it meant that you would hai:e less power or that

. it would cost more? 1.aly or why not? Wave the students list the
consequences of continued operation versus ple Consequences of
shating down the plant.)

EXTEUSIOM:
Yod may wish to "extend the activities outside of the classroem by

having the students research, the issue' of acid rain and then prepare
an information brochure describing the problem of acid rain Olich they
could share with other students in the school as well as with their
parents.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:,
Information Booklet on

International Joint Commission
Great Lakes Regional Office

0 Quellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario U94 6T3
(Also ask about their slide/tape show "Promises to Keep")

The Case Against the Rain
Ministry of Government Services
Central Purchaseing Service Branch
Parliament Buildings
Toronto, Ontario N7A Th8 .

Research Summary: Acid/Rain
EPA-500/C-79-00
United States Environmental Protection Agency
Ed 674
Washington, D. C. 20460

(The alleve publications are provided free of charge.)

11
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THE ACID RAIN OAHE

(Student Instructions)

.The :Acid Rain Game.is for tl!ro players. One player

represents Northland and the other player represents

Southland. (Sde Figure 1 for the diagram of the game

board.) Both countries have several lahes along their ,

botder, and both countries.have power plants along their .

border. The lakeszare important because they provide fish,

a major part.of the diet for citizens of NorthIand and

Sputhland. The power plants are important' because they

provide the energy to run\he industries in the country.

The problem is that the po er plant uses coal containing

sulTur. When this coal is turned, it.turns into the

chemical sulfur dioxide. Sulfur dioxide comb'nes with rain

to fiRna acid rain. Acid radn\can kill fish.

Setting up the Game Bbard, Cut out the playing board

and spinners and glue them to a'heavy piece of cardboard. .

Poke a hole in the center of each spinner and in the tip of

eachof the factory smckestacgs. linband 4 paper clips.to

.serve as spinners or smokestacks (see diegrau,).

Unbend 2 paper clips to serve as pointers for the spinners

.(see diagram).

k

Vake paper money in 85,000 and 810,000 denominations. Cut

. out the pIUMes,and punch a hole through onb end of them.

Starting the Game. Each'Player starts the game 'with

$100;000 distributed as follows: five 810,000 Wills and ten

.85,000 bials. In addition, each,player starts with 40 fish

(fish may either be cut out of paper or some token may be

used to represent the fish). These 40 fish are to ba_

distributed among the nine lakes in each country. To begin,

each player spins the fish kill spinner to determine who

should .0 first. High spin goes first. .

; 10 8
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Playing a Round. Each round represents one day. rdros
the weather can change each day, the first task is to spin

the wind direction spinner. On each succeeding, round, the

task of spinning for wind direction

players. There arm two possible outcomes: th, spin may be

an east or a west spin, or the spin may be a nonth or a
south spin.

M
\\

East-West Spins. If an East or a West direction is
indicated, then it means that each country's factory is
polluting its own lake.s. Eaen player decides how much poer
will be produced and hence how much pollution each'power
plant is giving off. (You will need to balance the fact
that using more i)ower results in earning more money, but
also in the possibility of losing more fish.) Players may

choose to run their' power planti at full power, at 607

power, or at 30 power.

Full Power. At.this level, the power plant is
operatingull power and also is putting out a full
amount ofellUtion. This is.represent0 by the largest
plume. Sinde the power plant-is operating at full poi6er, it

means that you arc earning money from selling the power to
customers, so you collect $20,000 from the bank. Since this

produces the.greatest amount of pollution, the trade-off is
that you have to spin the fish kill spinner three times and
total the sum of the three spins/to deterninc the number cf
fish killed.

6U: POwdc. At this level, the power planeinsjust
putting out enough powe? to "break-even." You.neither gain

nor 3ose money. The medium sized plume represents the
pollution from this amount of power. The trade-off,is that
you only have to spin the fish 1<ill once to'determfne the

total number of fish killeo.

A?
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30% Power. At this level, the power plant is ;lot

producing enough power to meet the country's needs, so you

have to buy power. This costs $20,000 and it is paid to the

bank. The driort plume is used for this level of.power.
Since a minimum of pollution is being produced,- you don't

have to spin for fish kill at all. e

After each player has decided on the power output and

paid money (if at 30% power) or collected money (if at full

power), the appropriate plume is chosen and placed on the
pin through-the factory with the tail in the direction

indicated by the wind.

North-South Spins. On a North or a South spin, there

is an additional problem. In this case, pdllution is going

across national boundaries. In other words, one country is

polluting the other. For example; en a south wind spin,

Northland is polluting Southland. Refore deciding power, it

is necessary to-hold an International Joint Commission

hearing (between Northland and Southland)._ In this ease,
the country being polluted can attempt to bargain with the

polluting country to use aess power. For example, the

country being polluted may offer the polluting country

$30,000 to use only 30% power. If a deal is made, then the

pollutini, country places that plume on its smokestack.

(NOTE: If the country agrees to 30% output, it must still

pay t.20,000.) If no deal is made, then the polluting
country can'decide any amount of poller. After the polluting

country spins, then the polluted country spins to determine

.how MUch it.will pollute itself. Remember, negotiations go

both ways and while today it is a south wind, tomorrow it

could be a north wind.

Fish gill. After the directign of pollution has been

determined, each player spins the fish spinner to determine

how many fish will die. Por full power output, the spinner

is spun three times and the number of fish killed is the sum

of the three spins. For 60 power output, the spinner is

spun once and that number of fish removed frcp lakes covered

by the plume. For 30% power output, there are no fish

killed. If.there aren't enough fish in the lakea, then fish

can be moved from a lake directly next to the one without

fish. If there aren't enough fish available, then that

person is out of the game.

Ending a Round. At the end'of each round, players may

choose to move their fish around (but fish can only be moved

tn lakes next to eacl) other) or restock with more fish (each -

fish token representing 1,000 fish costs :5,000).

t)



Ending the Game. Play continues, alternating the wind
direction spin cach round until one player goes broke or one

.7-prayer loses all of the fish. At this point the gaue ends.

er
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Starting the Game

Each Player starts with $100,000

5 - $10,000 bills

10 - $ 5,000 bills

Each Player starts wl.th 40 fish

Restocking

Each fish (representing 1,000 fish)
costs $6,000-

112
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A BVCA CASE STUDY

Teacher Information

118
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Teacher Information Page
A B.Y.C.A. CasQ Study

e following materials allow students to simulate the
decision-making process involved in determininE the types of use
for the Doundary Haters Canoe Area in nortfieastern Ninnesota.
Studists will portray various special interest groups who will
present their view to a senate advisory committee. That
committee will be responsible for deciding how the BUCA should be
used based on how convincing the special interest croups make
their presentation..

The following list gives a plan.for carrying out the
simulation.

TASK A: BACKGROUND

TASK B: ,ANALYSIS
rctivity

Individual Activity

Individual or Small Group

At this point you may wish to discuss the two
congressional bills.with the students to be
certain that they have a clear understanding of
the issues.

.TASE C-PART I: STRATEGY SESSICN
TASK C-PART II: SENATE ADVISORY

COMITTEE

S.

Small Group Activity
Small Group Activity

Divide the class into 5 groups. Five of the
groups will.be assigned to a special interest
grogp role. A sixth group should be nssignet by
selecting one student from each of the 5 groups to
serve on the Senate Advisory Committee.

PPESFPTATION OF GROUP PLANS

REPORT, FRON SEIATE ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

PErPIEFING

Large Group ActivieSt

Large Group Activity

Individual and Large Group Activity



POSSIBLE SCPEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

DAYS (45 Minutes -.1 Pour Each Day)

3
8

TASKS TASK TASK Ct, PRESENTATI

/AtF C PREPARATION FOR
PRESENTATION

COMTTEE
RESULTS &
DEERIEFING

PEMTEB: The teacher plays an important role in this simulation. The teacher

functiens as an orchestra leader, constantly giving directions and

advice, while allowing-the students to find their own ways of,

working through the issues. Be sure to follow up the activity with

the debriefing. A guide is found at the end of these materials.

-

INTERESTED STUDENTS: You may wish to invite interested students to explore

this topic in,more depth by looking atthe decisions that were made

by the US Congress with regard to the BUCA. In this rdgard, the

Burton-Vento Compromise Bill of 1978 would be useful.

Also students may be inte.rested in exploring some,of the other

federiAl parks and wilderness areas.

OUTCOMES

At the end of this activity, students should have a better understanding of the

a. physical, come:tic, and social characteristics of the Doundary Uaters

Canoe Area and how these factors affect the way that the region is

used;

I), various points of view represented by the Vilderness Act and the

Multiple Use Act;

c. process of preparing a presentation in order to convince someone of

their position;
d. necessity4br compromise in the legislative process in oreci- to

accommodate the majority of special interests."

12
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TEACVEP ;$ACKGROUNP

ronazing rinnesota's Environment
A newsletter for Teachers
Number 17, April 1978

f.

rand
Marais

BWCA

El Superior Forest

PROS AFD CONS 00 USE OF
ROUNDARY WAtERS cAmE AREA

The, use and management of the Doundary

Vetter's Canoe Area has been a contr6versia1

issue for many years and will probably

continue to be so for years to come. This

issue of the newsletter contains excerpts
from articles and reports about several

aspects of the controvery. The

newsletter,- in en effort to ehow both

sides ,of these aspects, 1.;akee no attempt

to decide the issues or pass jpdcment on
the statements made by the original

authors of the artidles.

Unliam jokela, research ,aesistant Jind
graduate student, University of Unnces)ta,
Depaftment of Sell Sbience, spent hours

assembling the infonmation, rudh valuable

and pertinent, material hap to be omitted

in the process of excerpting articles in
order to keep within the space limitations
of this newsletter. Readers nre advised
to consult the original articles for more
complete background information.

This is the concludin ieeue pf reneging

Minnesota's Environment n en educational-
effort of the Agriculterel Fxtension
Service, University of Minnesota. Failing
costs and the need for extension to shift
its educational resources to areas not

being met by other efforte nro the pamery
reasons for eencludiAl the series.

Copies or reprints of :every1 previous

issues of the newsletter :2,rf ill

available end may be reeue3teti in
quantities until suppliee ere exiousted:
Pleas send all correspondence concerring
thidf newsletter to Clifton Pelsey,

Extension Conservationist-Soils, 16 Soil

Science -Funding, 15,29 Oortner
University of rinnesota,' St. Null
Minneeota 5510r.

1 21
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WHAT IS THE BOUNDAnMERS
CAUOE AREA? o-

The Boundary Vetere Cailoe Area, located in

.
northeastern Minnetota, is the largest
Vational,Vilderness Area east cf the Rocky

Nountains--siightly over 1 million acres in

size. As a vast area of inter-connecting

waterways, amidst virgin conifer forests, it .

is our only lakeland wilderness and unique in

the Oational Vilderness, Sy;tem , . it

'stretches for more than 100 miles along the

rinnesOta-Ontario border end supports unique

northern fish and wildlife populations . . .

Together with itis sister area, the million

'acre Quetico Proi/inciel Park in Ontari,oe

where all loainc and most motorized

recreatienal uses are elready prohibited,

these two areas coeprise one of the finest

wilderness regions on the continent.
-Friends of the Boundary

!iatere Vildernese

Peaceful aa thi's description sounds, the

history of this wilderness area has been one

of almost continual controversY.e The area

has seen such diverse activities as canoeing

and camping, motor boating, cross-country

skiing, snowmobiling, wilderness research,

and tdmber harveeting.. Such varied use of '

the DUCA stems from different pdrposes the

area has served for two groups of users, as

desribed by Congressman James Oberster

(Congressional Record, Aur. 5, 1977):

"To some the fi'OA is treasured for its

scientific educational and primitive values,

an opportunity for the urbansdweller to .

escape to the solace and solitude of a remote

land wher2 one can experience the adventure

of discovery, see the peimeval land as man

first saw it, travel through it as the fur

traders did three centuries ago.. . . To

otherst-the local area residents who have no

less an appreciation for these...values, it ip

either their most accessible reereational

area--and to most of them for only v6ry

limited.day use--Ur the source of their

livelihood, whether.canoe outfitting, resort

maneginc or ttmber Larvesting. They never

considered the BrCA'a cloesic pure,

wilderness; rather a combination of primitiye

.and multiple use.'"

122
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OUTLIN NI-STORY OF LEGISLATIOC
AND LAM) USE IV° TVE rMA

etie4ted 4reri Outline History of the "PCP- H. L. !Teinselman and M. C. Johnson.
0

rriehe: of the Poundary !Alters Pildeeness, Duluth and nt. Paul, MN.

Loceing of tic [Arles in the future P7!CA te4ns.

19- neeretary or AGriculture Jardine issues proclamation establishine
1000 sebare miles of eilderneSS area in the Superior "ational Forest
(SrP). Logging is alioWed but no additional reads arc to be built.
Co.eerees passes Shipstead-Nolen Dill, which prohibits logging within
40n feet of waterways forbids building dams, and withdraws all public
land in the S mEF fro Lmesteading.

1)30- Forest Service acquires tax delinquent land in wilderness.,
19)11 and btAlds many portages and foot trails in the F.TF.
193P- Forete.ferv.ice estatlisbes Superior RoadlessPrimitive Area (SRPA) .Ath .

batmdaries similar to present BWCA.
19)1- rulpwcod logging begin:, along'southern perimeter of SRPA: "Fly-ins"

1921P Weart to be established in SEM by resorts.
194C- Corgress passes Thye7Pdatnik Act. Act directs Secretary of Agriculture

te acquire resorts, cabins, and peivate holding within 2/3 of future
mr..1 . . . eetended in 1956 to coVer almost all of present DUCA.

1'"0- Pre:At:tent Truman is:3143 executtvc order forbidding flights below

400 feet over SPPA. ,

195- Corest Service'changec name of Superior Roadless Primitive Area to
Poundary Waters Canoe Araa..

1060- O.oneress passes Multiple Use-SustainedYield Act which establishes
:.ultiple use concept in national forests and directs Seceetary of

prutote logging up to level of sustained yield.

1C64-.Coneress passes Wilderness Act. Exemption, applying only to WCA,
provides rgr continued timber harvesting and motor boat use.
recretiry of AgricultIxe Frcea..an issues 13 directives on PVCA use

'one Comittee recofiTendations. Designates 1C eoutes for use by ,

.oter leoats and snomobiles and divides PI= into 600,000 acre
interior zone closed to logging and .400,C00 acre portel zone open
to aogging.
0elper-nid:el prospecting increases outside PWCA.

1n6F- Intern.etional Micl:el Company (INCO) develops exploratcry mine south
of nj.

137- redorel District Court (Judge Neville) prohibits mining, in PYCA.
t7- 7,eoision prohibiting mining is appealed.and reversed.
1(7:- rederal District Court (Judge LOrd),bans logging of viran timber.

Concressme6 Oberstar introduces.BUCA bill that would establish

00,000 acre Vationgl Recreation Area.
1 .0 - nistrict Court of Appeals reverses Lord decision, thus permittinr:

virein timber logging. Congressman Fraser introduces bill to give PUCA

full wildernesp status. Secretary of Agriculture Putz bans snowmobiling
and sets sohe size restrictions on motorboat use.' ,

11T l'7Ingrms AcT

ef U. Vilderree Act in 1064,,partieular1y the parateraph exempting the 1TCA

;r. certein f.rovisiore, he. been a continuity source of contrdversy hs to wbat land .

te(-.1,unld !-.A.! allowed.

The tot eefine. a eildererns 33 an arca where "the earth and i ts community ef lif
4 i43
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are untrammeled by man, where man htmself is a visitor who does not *remain . . .

retaining its primeval character . . . managed to preserve its natural conditicm . .

. where the tprint of man's workks substantially unnoticeable."

But ,the Act also provides that the BMA be managed "in accordance with general

purpose of maintaining, without unnecessary restrictions on other uses, inclndinr

that of timber, the primitive character of the area . . . Provided that nothinr in

this Act shall preclude the continuance within the area of any already est72blish.id

usc of mtorboats.."

The ,main areas of debate regarding land use in the BIJCA have been mineral explor:tion

and mining, logging and road building, and recreational use of motorboats cne

snowmobiles. At presynt mineral exploration and mining are banned on state lz.nds

within the PWCA and no mining is being done. Logging is currently allowed is., the

portal zone, but companies with timber leases have agreed to temporarily refrain from

cutting in hopes of a legislative settlement. Notorized canoes and boats art- alleved

in desi:!nated areas coMprising approximately 60 percent of the water rdzfc.ce, hut ,

snomobiles are banned in almost the entire area.

s,
0
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ProProm rmA LEGI8LATIm

Rich of the current P7CA controversy is focused Oh two Congressional bills, one

proposed by James Oberstar and one by Donald Frasee. At the time of this writing

'(Apen 1973), the nOuse '.;ubeoemittee on National Parks and Insular Affairs has just

completed consideration of the two bills and has proposed a compromise, the

Purton-Vento Fdll, which will be considered next by the Mouse Interior Committee.

Sinee the original bills are representative of two basic point :. of view concerning

the r".1CA, those two bills, as well as the compromise bill, will be outlined briefly.

OrPRSTO PILL
1. Approximately 150,000 acres are added to the current BUCA.

2. The area is divided into two zones: the Eoundary Waters Wilderness

(715,000 acres) and the National Recreation Area (340,000'acres).

Ifithin the Wilderness Area, timber harvesting, motor boating, and

snowmotiling are prohibited.

P. ,The National Recreation Area is zoned to allow travel by motor boats

of limited horse power (10 hp on smaller lakes, 25 hp. on 17 bigger

lakes) snowmobiling on designated routes and logging of second-growth

timber.
Mineral exploration and,adning and logging of virein timber is prohibited

in both the Wilderness Snd National Recreation Area.

FPASER rILL
1. The P"Ct is renamed,the Boundary Waters Wilderness Area.

2. The following activities are prohibited in the entire Wilderness Area:

a. Commerical timber harvesting and administrative cutting of timber

to manipulate vegetation.
t. Recreationel usc of motorized watercraft and snowmobiles, except

for a 5-year phase-out period in hardship cases.

c. Mineral exploration and mining.

J. AleiroximAely 35,000 acres are added to the DMA. These are areas

that have been managed primarily as wildeeness in the past.

it. %visions proposed later by Fraser would provide funds or extend
authority fon the following features in order to deal with"concerns
about the economic impact of the legislation:.
a. In areas within the Superior National Forest but outside the DUCA:

complete 110 miles of unfinished snowmobile trails; upgrade lake
access and build cappsites in areas well-suited to motor recreation;

intenSify forest management.
b. Build more hiking trails inside the mu.
c. Examine available alternative timber sales for ihe four timber

cdRpanies now holding cutting rights in the BWCA.
Allow resort owners on peripheral lakes to voluntarily sell their

holdings to the government.
e. Consider extending to 10 or.15 years the motor phase-out period for

certain peripheral lakes and keeping othQrs.permanently open to

metors.

rorrov-urx BILL
Provisions are essentially those'of the Fraser Pill, including the reconmended

additions, Att. the folldwing changes:

1. A 227,000 acre Vational Recreation Area is established outside the

present 2WCA to include the Eche Trail, Fernberg Road, and Gunflint Trail

road corridors. State and local governments,are to develop land use

regulations within a model zoning code provided by the Secretary of

Agriculture. 1 25
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2. rotorboats of 10 hp. or less are permitted permanently on 12 peripheral
Vilderness lakes and for 5 years during restricted seasons on 2 r:cre.

3. Snowmobiling is permitted on 2 winter portages to allow access to

Canada.
4. Mining and mineral exploration are prohibited within the 1.'ilderness

and Hational Recreation Areas.

126
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IMBUED RECREATIONAL VEHICLE:*
IN THE WCA: PRO AND CON ,

The following are excerpts from various sources that either support or oppose

the use of motorized vehicles in the DWCA.

TRENDS IN VISITOR PSC
The trend is toward _more canoe-paddline canoeists. They represent a greater

proportion of total use, travel greater distances to Let to the area, penetrate

deeper into the BUCA, and stay longer than other types of users. In the early

to mid 1960s visitors traveling by canoe (paddle and motcr) barely outnumbered'

motorboats. Today, almost 70 percent of the visitors eo by canoe. Petween 1969

ri.nd 1977, the number of paddle cance groups increased (.)0 percent while the

number of motor canoe ,and motor boat ;roups increased only 15 pereent. (From

14hen the Wildêrness Gets Crowded . . . ? David Y. Lime, U. S. Forest Service,

North Central Forest Experiment Station, Si-. Paul. :faturalist, '4inter 1977.)

PADDLE'. CANOE vs. MOTOR CArOES AHD BOATS: corFLICT

OR COITATIBILITY IN THE WILDERNESS?
!!otor canoes constitute only 10 percent of the,total use but are a valuable

means of distributine canoeists, 'Hotors are used almost entirely by fishermen

end the figured show their main use is in the sprina. and fall which dces not

conflict with the principal July4ugust paddle canoe use.

Peed; all motorboat use is by non-campers on perimeter lakes. These are almost

entirely fishermen and their families who have aecommolatiens at resortse motels

or honea outside the wilderness and use their boats to travel a few udles inside

the 01'CA for a day's anglina, leavine at night. From the ecoloey standpoint,

this uSe is the host compatible in wilderness preservetion since these people do

not eeop and heve ne impact other than travelling on the surface of a few

perimeter lakes . . . Rather than dismember this unique wilderness, rotorized

trefiic helps to preserve its wild character by dispersine the heavy traffic on

the ilejor access routes. Notors help speed canoeists tc the seldom used, more

remote areas of the region. Wise, limited motor use will preserve and conserve

tte PvCA by scatterine the influx of visitors over a larger area. (From

'anneaota's DUCA--Nultiple Use.. or Sinele Use? Boundary Vatere Reaource

Comoittee, Ely, ;dnnesota.)

*

,^krot:;ar important infleence on experiences is IT* conflict that axists btween,

non-l'otorized and motorized parties. . Votors are permitted on 1? designated

routee iu the rucA, or on about 60 percent, of the total water acreaae. As

prcvioaa L'2CA research uncovered, we found continued dissatisfaction on the part

of poadlers with meeting motorized partic's. The conflict is generally one-sided

pea appears to be much more severe than previous research has shown. Nearly

aalf of the motorboatera said it wouldn't matter how many other parties they met

per day. F.,ignificantly fewer motor canoeists (29 percent) end paddle canoeists

(13 percent) felt that way. Paddle canoeists had the lowest threshold of

araitivity toward encounters with motorized parties. For example 93 percent of

the addle canoe parties preferred not to meet eny motorboats per day; 81

aercent of them preferred not to meet any motor canoes; but, only 10 percent of

the paddline groups preferred to meet co other peddle canoes. (From 'ter thc

"ilderness 'Gets Crowded . . . ? David Lime, U.S. Forest Service, Meath

rentral Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul. Naturalist, Pinter, 1077)

t a * t t a * a a a *

I .1,27



Canoeists' attitudes indicate that motorboating is incompatible with canoeing in

a wilderness, and without priority the opportunity to choose wilderness canceine

would be reduced or lost. One motorboat seems to equal at leaet three canoes,

from the canoeist's point of view, partly because boate destroy.their wildernese

and partly because motorboats will 'be observed by far more groups than vill

canoes, because they travel farther and wake more noise. Siu:ply dispersive all

use to reduce local crowding without separating the two incompatible types wouId

appear to be a. mistake; instead of solving the problem it makes it'more

widespread.. (From The. Recreational Capacity of the Quetico-Surerior Aree.

Robert C. Lucas, Lake States Forest Expertment St:tient St. Paul. U. S. Forest

Service Research Paper LS-15, 1964.)

*

For people who wish to use motorboats, there are dozens of large and beautiful

"liakes open to motors immediately outside the PWCA . . . Similarly, snowmobiles

can legally travel on national and state foreetlands, on literally thousends nr

state lakes, in 16uny state parks, and on thoueands of wiles of private and statc

trails. ,

In contrnst, those who seek a pr!g.titive canoe experience haw; no other

option--this kind of wilderness canoe trip is not available anywhere else in te.

United States. (From Statement before, Subcommittee on National Parke end

Ineuler 11'J-fairs, Donald Fraser, August 4, 1977.)

SAIMODILES IN THE MICA: PRO OD CON

PRO
1. A snowmobile ban keeps many lakes out of reach of day-use fishermen.

2. Snowmobiles pack cross-country ski trails, making it eaeier for the"

novice and moderately-accomplished skier to enjoy ,the area.

3. Snowntobiles are an-i6-Poietant aseet in rescue operations for lost or

injured skiers.

4e Snowmobilers are mejor users of the area; it makes' little sense to shut

off this use when it conflicts with only a very small nOmber.of non-'

mechanized users.
Snowtnobiles do not have a harmful effect on the physical environment

because they run almost exclusively on lake surfsces and do not usually

involve camping.

6. A ban violates snowmobilers' basic rights.

1. The DUCA Like trout fishery is already seriously over-fished and cannot

withstand any additional winter pressure.

2. Snowmobiles do pack trails, but their surfaces often interfere with ski

travel. 9ilderness travellers prefer to break their own trails end fine

snowmobile encounters urezceptable.
3. _The use of snownobiles for rescue work would not be prohibited by new

4: There is significant non-mechanized winter use and this use is growing.

5. TheTvidence on the effect of snowmobiles on the environment is

inconclusive; they do interfere with the nesting of eagles in late

February and March..

6. There are more than Gr000 miles of snowmobile trails outside the WCA

in Minnesota, while,the BWCA is theonly eignificant winter wilderness

in the Ilidwest..

(From SVCA Winter Recreation Fact Sheet. Friende of the BUCAi Duluth and St.

Plat Minnesota. A review 'of selected research on the ecological impact of

,nownobiles is presented in the rovember '1975 issde of Managing Ninneeotc's

Environment, Number

128
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r.CO"OMIC IMPACT OF PROMPITIVG rorm vaacus I TIT PUC:,

!Nroximately 50 resorts are located near the periphery of the BUCA. !tout 18

of these would be seriously affected by ry bill; they are located on key

:ctorboat routes leading into the 2VCA and cater heavily to fishenmen using .

motors. Loeated on Saganugal Sea Gull, Clearwater, East Bearskin, Prule,

Cnowbank, Lake One, Fall, and Hoote Lake and the Range River,' theso reSorts

could not send their motor clientele to alternative fishing spots were their

lakes closed to motors. lIe "'hope they would be able to attract a different

clintele, one more interested in wilderness-type experiences. Additionally, a
few riht be able to change over to canoe outfitting (some already base part of
thcir business in outfitting), but outfitting is extremely competitive and a

shift would, for most, require very difficult .psyehological and investment

adaptations.

Tht field hearings underscored the need to make soine provision for the most

seriously affected- resorts. We,cannot and should not expect the local

businessman to beai' the full economic responsibility for whatever actiont

Congress r.ight take. Ve must be sure that ttie resort owners sre treated fairly.

(Ed. note: See proposed additions to Fraser Bill, page 4.)

It, should be remembered that only a Nery'few resorts have the potential for

Ueing seriously affebted. The);ajority of resort owners in the area fall either

into a low impact category (approximately 15 resorts have available to them

extensive fishing areas or l'ater recreation areas outside the BWCA or are not

physically located on lakes that would, be closed to motors) ar into a Medium

impact category (approximately 13 resorts base a significant portion of their

business on DUCA fisiling, but could send their clientele to large alternative

areas of goed fishing waters outside the BUCA and tributary to the resort
In addition there are approximately 25 firms in the immediate vicinity

of the nYCL that are engaged primarily in canoe outfitting; they would be likely

to benefit directly from our bill. (From Congressional Record. Donald Fraser,

August 4, 1977.)

* * * * * * *

. Today, if the Fraser Bill passes, approximately 30 more Resorts/Canoe
f:Xltfittera and BMA businesses would be bankrupted. In a survey of only eight

cis those that would be directly affected, a total- of 85 jobs would be.

ascontinued . . . annual incomes totalling f618,000 would be lost. This does

not incluae an annual payroll of 4:7004000 paid by just one local logger whose

fvture is doomed without Portal Zone harvesting. Even if adequate compensation

were made to those businesses most affected, the loss in tourist numbers

qlone--the thousands lesiring multi-activity vacationswould put many of the
local tourist-dependent merchants and serivces out of business . . (From

rinnesotals BWCA--Multiple Use . , . or Single Use? Boundary Waters Resource

corriittee, Ely, Einnesota.)

Leg
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FOREST IltiNAGEHENT Ifl TME RICA

FORFST ECOLOGY OD TIMBER HAOAGEMENT
The great variety in types and ages of vegetational cormunities in the Poundary

Waters is due to varying combinations of topography, soils, noisture conditions,

micreclimate and other ecological factors. But the great variable that

traditionelly has shaped the area has been fire.

I.

In the natural history of this area, lightning fires were a common occurrence.

"hen .fuels were sufficiently dry and winds favorable, a fire would sweep large

sections of forest until it burned out against a natural fire break or urtil the

weather changd. In the areas of the great red and white pines, the fires would

generally only remove the understory, without killing the mature ,trees

thems:lves, thus enriching the soil and preparing the way for young trees.

Other species, such as jack pine, are genetieelly_prepared for the cataclysm of

fire, and are well adapted for regeneration. It is estimated that in the past

an rverege of about one percent of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area burned i.each

year, although with wide variability, leading to a domplete replacement cycle of

about 100 years. In this way, a constantly dynamic diversity was maintained

throughout the area.

Suppression of fire changed all that. In the absence of the normal fire cycle,

shade-toleraat species, which normally were only transient within an area,

became entrenched and forced out the normal species. Now, pine, aspen, and

birch are being choked out by balsam fir, spruce, and northern white cedar.

Divereity is being lost, with consequences not Only, for the tree species

themselves, but also for the intricate communities of 'plants and animals that

depend on v,arying mixes of trees.

This situbtion is serious, and the Forest Service,basically has three options.

First, it can simply Jet present trends continue, a policy that will result in

severe foreet degradation along the lines described above.

Second, it can substitute artificial management techniques for fire's hatural

rele, which is what the Forest Service intends to do throughout the Interior

Zone with the edministrative cutting proposed in the 1973 management plan. The

forezt would be manipulated so as, to clear out "undesirable" species and

replicate, to the extent 7possible, natural conditions. The trouble with this

'appreach, of course, is that it will fail. Logging and fire are two different

phenomena, and resemble ecch other only to the extent that live trees are

!1.1led. Logging would tend to deplete nutrients rather than build them up,

would have different and generally deleteriouS effects on native wildlife,'would

, cause erosion and degradation of water quality, would ruin the area for

eignificant ecological research, and would generelly compoune rpther than cure

the synthetic man-made situation caused by fire suppression. It would also

violate the very concept cf wilderness by introducing new massive artificial

r)Onipulations and intrusions of disruptive activities.

The ,t.hird alternative is to reintroduce fire, the natural means of maintaining

forest ecosystems. The DUCA, with its vast netWork of interconnecting lahes,

atreama, neJ wetlands, is ideplly suited for a program of prescribed burning.

When weather is _favorable, a fire cap be set to burn up against a natural fire

breaF and the burn can then serve as a fire break for further fires upwind.

Altheuah auch a proanma must be experimental in the early years, to guard

against threats to public safety and outside property, preliminary work done in

werLern wildernees areas indicates that no insurmountable problems are likely to

arise.
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Through the prompt adoption or P Wise fire police, the coeloiicnlly dnreeinr

meie:eeleent mistakes oC the past can be rectified in the relatively nenr future.

Cuttine Up in The Doundary 1:aters. H. E. Wrieht, Jr., University of

innesota Departments of Geology and Ecology, and Jonathan Ela, fierra Club

flulletin, :lay, 1974.)

An obvious conclusion is that the ecological succession of tbe forest of

northeastern Minnesota is disturbance-oriented. 'Whether the disturbances are

created by man, accidentally or in management, or whether they are natural,

caused by fire, wind, insects, and disease, a hypothetical climax forest would

rarely be achieved. nevertheless, in wilderness or natural areas, the ideal

manaeement is seemingly to let nature take its course. If the reproductive

capacity cf the species were not influenced by the impact of civilization,

neture could be effective. Permitting wildfires to burn or-using prescribed

fire in standing timber in northeastern Minnesota can aid in the perpetuation of

the aepenspruce-fir complex or the restoration of jack Pine and black spruce.
-

Odern influences on succession, even in remote areas, tend to eliminate rather

than perpetuate the longer lived red pine and white pine followinE natural

disturbances. These.species cannot be restored by natural means to the position

tthey represented in the forests of the past . . . A choiee must be made between

(1) establfshing, through 'Ian's efforts, forests resembling the primeval stand

or (2) by .natural means, permitting the development of a forest in which other

species predominate. It is possible to opt for each af these choices in

different parts of the area. (From Regeneration of Red Pine and Ulite Pine

Following, "ildfire and Logging in Northeastern Minnesota. Clifford E. Ahlgren,

l'ilderness Researc' Foundation, Duluth, MN. J. of Forestry. March, 1976.)

* * * * * * * * *

Tnose who promote fire as the only management tool for use in wilderness 6end

Utter recreation areas need to be concerned regarding the possible creation of

:.elocaust fires that could cause loss of property and lives. Late sumer or

early autunn fires ray be eesential to accomplish desirable objectives. This is

the periee' when practically ell of the hclocaustic fires of the Lake States hsve

developed. This is the period of heavy canoeist use of the BWCA. l'ill they

t.olerate, understand and approve of such fire use and possible destruction? I104

.e.i.mh atmospheric pollution will be involved in such burning of the annuel crewth

of th, million acre BUCA or the 36 million acres of defacte wilderness areas of

weetern national forest? The production of such grwt quantities of carbon
dioxiue and particulate matter that always .accompanies fehest turning operetions

eot be tolerable in the future. Who can say that 10 years hence there will

not e drastic restrictions on, or complete elimination of, fire.ps-a forest

n nneement tool, even for use with timber harvest.

contrest to the use of fire, logging or timber harvest can be conducted in an
/hest infinite variety of weys and with a broad range of equipment.

Tieber hervect is a process that ean be and must be applied to recreation lnrils

es yell es to coneercial forest lands. qithout this management tool, the

r:eLere of forested parks, t'ilderness and other recreational areas have but one
tool in their hit: prescribed fire---with all of its recoznized limitations and

associated hazardsdanger of -developing to catastrophic proportions,

atmospheric pollution, etc. (From Timber *vest: Renewer or Destroyer. Frank

,Kaufert, Deen Emeritus, College of Forestry, Univereity of Minneeota. Timber

,Pre6ucerc "ulletin, -Dec.-Jan., 1973.)
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The U. s. Forest Service, as an aid to planning, in 1972 placed the soils of the

BWCA into categories based on productivity and sensitivity to disturbance.

These two attributes could then be combined into a composite land capability

index, defined as "an area's ability to support life (bielegical produetivilei)

and its ability to sustain, or heal itself from, externally-impose('

disturbances."

In the productivity rating, which attempted to evaluate such properties'as

fertility, water-holding capacity,, and depth to an impervious layer about 90

percent of the soils of the BWCA fell in the low produCtivity class while the

remaining 10 percent fell in the moderate class. In the disturbence rating,

IWhich ,considers erodibility, stability, and compectibility, 90 percent of the

soils were judged to have_ a high_ sensitivity to disturbancee 7 percent a

'moderately high sensitivity, and only 3 percent a moderate sensitivity tc

disturbance.

The composite land capability index, described above, therefore placed 90,

percent of the soils of the BWCA in the low productivity class and the other 10

percent in the moderate capability class.

Based on this information, I believe that the soils of the BUCA are not well

suited for sustained timber production in comparison to other soils in northern

Minnesota. Wise land use suggests that intcnsive timber management actiwiti.es

should he limited to those better suited areas, while the DUCA should best be

used for Other purposes. (From Statement at hearings before the HouSe

Subcommittee on National Parks and Insular Affairs. D. F. Griegal, Departments

of Soil- Science and Forest Resources, University of Minnesota, July 8, 477,

Ely, VV.)

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PROHIBITING'TIMBER HARVEST

How is the wood use industry affected.by the BMA controversy'? The Portal Zone

of the mut has been a significant source 6f softwood tinber (primarily jacVpine

end spruce pulpWood) since the early /9/101s. Fron 8 percent to 12 percent of

the annual requirements of industry of\these species came from the B1JCAe Timber

cut in the BMA 'vas primarily overe..ature, old-growthPand decadent etlnds.

And, if not cut within the next 25 years r so, much of that whiFh remains will

be lost through insects, disease, and f,re. Current U.S. Forgst Service

estimates for this annual loss total 40, 0 cords for softwoods alone. At t

tine when using resources wisely is much on p ple's rinds, this waste would be

repugnant to everyone.

Put why can't ,industry get replacement wood for the BMA timber outside the

B"CA? N.

The answer is that there is no extra annual allowable cut available outside the

BWCA.

Federal, state and county timber in the 1Pnortheastern p.nnesota counties

. furnish the bulk of industry'ss wood needs. These agencie5 re ettting their

full annual allowable cut of softwoods at this time.

And, prodieLions of eood -requirements and availability by the ycer Pn00 show

that uo need all the comercial forestland base we now have. (Fr 1 Forestry

ReqWres rirst Of All, Trees. M. J. Latimer, Blandin Paper Cowan . Timber

Proc leers ulletin, 0ct.-Nov., 1277.)

* * * * * * * * *
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If loggi% of the entire Portal alne were permitted, the Forest Service
:timaes the annUal allowable cut of.softwoods at 45,000 cords or 5 percent pf

Einnesota's softwood cut. Put the last statewide forest surrey shows a 274,000
core annual surplus of balsam outside the BWCA, plus smaller surpluses of pine

spruce. HUge areas of aspen, birchv and other hardwoods are also
under-harvested, and the annual surplus of these species outside the BVCA is
more than a million cords--half the present stateide timber cut.

These timber surpluses mean that small changes in the species mix at the paper
mills could easily cover any shortages of pine or spruce.

""y arguing for MCA softwoods, the timber companies are really makihi a case for
cutting the last virgin forests in the Portal Zone, because most good pine and
'.:pruce forests in the BWCA are in areas that have never been logged. But these
virgin zreas are protected by both the Oberstar and Fraser bills so the real
discussion in Congress centers on the previously-logged areas within Rep.
Oberstar's proposed National Recreation Area. Much of that area has been logged
since Vorld War II and wig not contain merchantable timber for another 20 to 50
years. *The mature softwoods within the proposed NRA are mostly mixed with aspen
and birch. aind Minnesota has millions of acres of similar forests outside the,
T!Cf. The allowable annual cut ,of softwoods from the proposed NRA is only
21,000 cords, a mere one pa-cent of MinnesotO's statewide cut.

Thc best Lay to provide for any needed extra softwoods in the next 10 to 20
years is' .by accelerating good forestry on better lands outside the BWCA and
closer to the pulpmills. Minnesota has 16 million aeres of productive forest
lats.! outside the RCA and other reserves. tlith good forestry, we can grow all
our tipher needs on half that area. (From MeMo on the BUCA Logging Issue. M. ,

L. Peinselman, retired from the U.S. Forest Se'Vice. Friends of the Boundary
Yaters Uildernéss, Jan., 1978.j
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COPPER-NICKEL MINING IN MINNESOfi

Grand
Marais

BWCA

0 Superior Forest

,E1 Duluth -Gabbro

by William Jokela, University of Minnesota

Although ,there has been no mining within

the BWCA and there is no immediatethreat

to do so, exploratory work has been and is' #

currently being conducted in'the inuediate

area of the Boundary Waters. It is

condern about those operations and ,tht.

Totential for . full-scale mining

development that makes copper-nickel

mining a clirrent issue.

L0eATION AND EXTENT OF
COPPER-NICKEL DEPOSITS

.Exploration for copper and nickel in

'northeastern Minnesota has centered on the

rocks of the 'Duluth.Gabbro Complex, a

large body of basic igneous rocks.

Deposits of possible comnercial value are

associated .with certain phases of the

gabbro which aee concentrated as small

bodies along the northern and western"edge

of the Gabbro Complex (see map). Most of

the area favorable for prospecting

(probably about 80 percent is outside the

BWCA). ,
Exploration has indicated that

even along this favorable basal contact

-area only about 2 percent hps possible

conmercial potential.

Content of copper and nickel in the

mineable rock of the Gabbro Complex is

,quite low, about .5-.8 percent. But the

6.5 billion tons of mineralized ro-4:

(Minnesota Geological Survey estimate)

zontain an estimated 94 percent .of the

identified resources of nickel ip the U.S.

and .10 to 40 percent of the identified

resources of coppee.

.
PAST AND CURRENT MINING ACTIVITY

Cdppee and nickel-bearing- rock was

discovered in 1948 during construction of

a logging road, near the South Kawishiwi

River southeast of Ely. Exploration-has

taken place, though somewhat sporadically,

stnce that time. Since the state's

long-term leasing arrangements were

established in 1966, several companies

have signed mining leases for extenrilve

.acreagcs of state and federal lands

outside the wch 0
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In 1969 George St. Clair, a private prospector, attempted to drill on land

within the BMA to which he owned mineral riehte. Meewae stopped by tho Forest
0

Service and in 1973 a permanent injunction wet issued prohibiting mininty, in the

MA, However, the -decision was appealed and reversed and cave the Forest
rvIce the authority to grant or refuse pernAts for mining operations. In

1q76, Minnesota legislation banned mininm on state lands within the BWCA.
-

Pee lit Lining exploration has centered on 2 areas located just outsiVe the BWCA.
Inte national Nickel Compaq (INCO) has done extensive exploratilon and bulk
aamprne at a site southeast of Ely and submitted a proposal for an opep pit
mine ext to the South kawishiwi River about a mile from the4WCA. The mining
operati n, including the open pit mine, vasterock pile, Yean ore pile, and
tailings\basin would 'cover atput 5,000 acres. The Forest service encountered
pro lems with the -company in developing an Environmental Impact Study and in
197 INCO withdrew its request for the proposed mine, reportedly to await a
cla ified sbpte mining policy and a mom favorable metals niarket.

A second ex loration site is the MINNAMAX Project located just outside nabbit
ab ut 20 miles south of the MCA. AMAX Company is currently sinking a 14-foot
di meter shaft 1700 feet deep to determine the extent and quality of
mi eralization. Any eVentual mining at the site would be done by underground

thods. AMAX has been conducting extensive water quality and other
ervironmental monitoring'in cooperation with governmental agencies.

FTIRONMEVTAL COMETS. .

r nine of the copper-nickel sulfite re in northeaateri rinncsota requir& a
' ri e of operationsexploratory drilling, excavation, and construction of

ining facilities, stockpiling of waste and lean ore, construction Of a water
opervoir, and several processes to coneentrate the low grade rock.

)ntential sources of polluted waters from a minire operation ,in 1:ade
ltcontarination wof ater used in proceAaing, escape of water fror tail*ngs

eineesal pitee, and contaminated runoff or seepage fror waste rock dumps dr ean

ore eilee. The volume of water removed From the surface of ground waters of the
eatcrshed would depend on the number and size of operations and the technology

rut withdrawal of significant volumes of-water could potentially afCect
twter levels and concentration orpollutants.

rAelpeael of sqlid wbates poses a probleo. In underground :Arline a large ?ortion
er the waete c n be redeposited undergrOUnd, but in open pit mining ell. tailinea
-uet te depos&ted on the surfbee inergadition to overburden, westereck, and lean /
ere. Duet from b16sting, crushing, and hauling operations and from unstabilized
udlings sites can cause air pollution.

If eopper-nichel mining it undertaken near the BMA, a smelting plant may or may
nct be built .in the immediate vicinity. Such plans have been proposed in the
,aet. "hereVer 6 Wolter is located, it posce the following problems:

ieeier of sulphur dioxidggas, causing injury or death to intolerant species
euce e: vtlite pine and lichens; acidification of rain with embsequent damage to
ececacteme downwind, pad heayy metal contamination of dowalind soils and

dowestream waters. In remit years advances have been made in anti-pollution
technology of smelters so it is diffigult to predict the laveqf pollution to
Le eypected from th6Se sources.

.-

Peaional 'copper-Mickel Ctqdy, initiated and organized by thc Minnesota

7nvironeenta1 euality Board, ,is currently being cohductud in northeastern A

rinneeota. The objectives of the stud are to characteriz9 the region as it

\
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presently exist, in th i.tscnce of mininE: devq.opcent, am. tc Lss,:zis the

potential 'wool:, enviroontsli social, @r o!. econmic, cf voriour 1v1z of

copper-nick1 develoot. lesults of the study nrc to 1):: ust ..? by the

leCislatur and other ,state cgencit:s to develop r corprche,..sivz, relicy for

mini% dcveloprent in th.: nrca. C.p1ctioi f thc, study L.. cqe.ott-: ,nr1';

1979.
.

PEFFEVCES--COPPM-NICKEL
Anderson, L. C. The.. Copper-Tided CoAroverzy. rinncsot:: Voluntccr,

Nov.-Deo. 1975, 1,1 .

Chesney, S., A..Polashi, ad J. Hansen. Copper-richel Hinin! and ;:ii,nesc,ti'.:

;q1dorness. (rinnesota Putlic Intvest fleseorch Group),

rinneapolis, m.
Uz.trann, E. Copper,ric!:c1 !:inirc, in ::innosotc--A Case fttly in tho rctl fcr

7euponsib1e Enviremmtal cws.

1374-77..

'Aleerness Treasure. raaxalist. 197/! (entire issue),

Copwr-Vickel in rinnecotz,. Vaturalist. Autumn 4r,:ter r75 Untire'insveY.

In 197'; InJtitutc on tLe r.onnOtry l'aters Canoe tree.. Tha
.1

Foundstion:
:=alcolrl J. 1.. The :,'.ITNMAX Exploration Project:

Veon, D. H. Coppr-rickel !!iting in_the South ::awishiwi Dminar,e--

Pould It 72c,;.,aa thE 1=A? I

,Voodermiilen, E. "Action Plan" Superior Vatiorad forest EnvircnO:nts1

:tatement jt Te ct te. the IPCC thin: Pronourl...v,

PI2LICGROPY
The Znvir'onmental. Consorvrtioa Lihrary (ECCL) in rinncf:polis (, large

collection of books, studies, res2arc1 reports, i.nvirenrcntipl' ievIct

assessments, par.Thlcts, Ft:.loral court decinIons, anC periodicals reletnz to the

Eournary "eters C9n0e Ar,-:a. The list iu too lonF, to include in thin :V4v3letter.

Personn interested in the CCOL hiblioulphy on thc P-CA nhol4C requezt V.:. copy of

ECOL Vrn, Vol. 3, ro: 4, February, 1976, fro: 7rvirt.qte.1 Cont:rvatien
Library, 3O ricollet Vail, Hinpeapolis, rp 554C1.

, \

ECOL now hos ulL 1o11otth iters which nre not listed in the 1976 bit'1i.o6rapi,y.

"Confusion A. Pow.dary 'cters Canpe Arca" by Dear, rebuffoni in Tational Pakes

irid Col.servaion r,tazioe, January 1977, p. 12.
"Crisis in the canoe countr" by Hiron L. reinselran in The Living "ilderress,

Jot-Ivor. 1977, p. 1)!.

"In canoe country" by.P. E l!riz;ht, Jr., in Vot ran flp:Irt, rny 1977, 1. -

"North country forests z,eta sim-Lonth reprieve" in ration,1 %-xskr, Censer-

vatiotl "agezine, Norch 197f, p. 26.
"Outdoor America update:, 7;oundary Vaters Cgcce Ark.a" in Out:!cor

Junt-July 19771.4p. 1r...

"Possionote suitors for pamd13,." by 0. Johmon, in 3ports

InusteUxd, Oct. 10, 1771 p. 50.
lthe IL vild" in r.ation,1 Patk.i Ccr3crvotion naLazin,:., Oct. 177, p. 20.

"Yhen tne pilthxress L..;e14-, crowded . . . ?"' by Dcvid ". Lirl.e in 'trolizt,

'Inter

1977, . 1.'

coveraL ()f federal Itisliition can he round io ir.-Jue!-,. of

Co' .rvotion .report ratienol rederation), ricrra Clut PaionL1 vvws

Pport. (1:4 lrres society).

. 0
note othtlr oreprdzution !.. which co sunp11 infonat,ion on.r"CA issuca:
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i'pundary Yaters Conscrvation Alliance

22 Phoenix Building
Duluth, rintrata 55802
Phone (21r) 727-2935

Minnesota ForeSt Industries Information Committee

200 Christie Building
Duluti.,, Minnesota 55802

phone .(218).722-5013

Friends.of the Boundary ,:7aters Wildeimess

P.O. Box 9C
lon' Anoka,,nN 55303

(612) 427-1Pg0
k

P.O. 2ox 55
Duluth, ON 55201

(21$)

TAT; SLIDE SHOW/TALI:
Th, -rinnesota Forest Industrie. Information Contittee has a BWCA slide/talk

A mprostneative of the Organizetion.is available to present the show or

tLey can lent: tLe slide/t,ape set (20 udnutes pf tape). For morelinfOrmation

, contact the rinnesota Forest Industries Information Cormiittee 200 Christie

Bublding, Duluth, M 55802 Phone(218),722,5013.
./'

6,
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STUDEPT HATER IALS
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A

- ASIC.A.:__BACKdROUND:z'4NFORMAZION _Individual Activity

w.

C/D

1ead the following information on the Boundary Waters

Canoe Area. A bill is beinvdrafted in Congress to
determine whether the BWCA will be (1) a wilderness
region only or (2) open for both recreation and

tl wilderness (called multiple use). Your Senator

is seeking input from local interest groups to
determine how the area should be used. Below is

some important informatioh about the BWA that
you will need. Underline the parts that you think

are most important:

THE BOUNDARY WATERS CANOE AREA

The Boundary Waters Canoe Area,
located in.northeastern Minnesota,
ii the largest National Wilderness
Area east of the RockY Mountains=--
slightly over 1 million acres in
size. As a vast area of inter=
connecting waterways, amidst
virgin conifer forests', it is our
only lakeland wilderness and
unique in the National Wilderness
System. It stretches for more
than 100 miles along the
Minnesota-Ontario border and
supports unique northern fish

, and wildlife populations.
iTogether with its sister area
i the million acre Quetico
;Provincial Park in Ontario,
where ail jogging and most
rilotorized recreational uses
\are already prohibited, these two areas comprise one of the
finest wilderness regions on the continents.

--Friends of the Boundary Waters Wilderness

.Snowbank Lake lies on the southern boundary of the wilderness

area. For this ,reason, the northern portion of the lake lies
within the Boundary WaXers Canoe Area and the southern portion
of the lake does not lie within the wilderness area. There are
three large resorts on this.southern shore. 4lesorts in the

canoe area are not allowed.

The north and west sides of the lake contain large areas of'

valuable timber. Since these areas are within the wilderness
area, cutting of the timber is strictly reglaated.

The western side of ,he lake lies along the Duluth Gabb'ro
rock formation which-stretches from Duluth in the south to

north of Gran& Marais. Mining south of the Boundary Waters
Canoe 'Area has shown this rock formation to be rich in
Copper *and nickel deposits.

133
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ANALXSIS, Individual or Small
Group Activity

Read the information sheets on THE WILDERNESS ACT and

on MULTIPLE USi. Your task is to think of as many
advantages and disadvantages of making the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area a wilderness area or a multiple
use area.,

WILDERNESS MULTIPLE USE

ADVANTAGES

TO'PEOPLE

ADVANT'AGES

, TO PEOPLE
.

TO NATURE TO NATURE

DISADVANIT,GES _

TO PEOPLE

DISADVANTAGES

TO PEOPLE,

TO NATURE TO NATURE

0
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%HE WILDERNESS ACT

The Wilderness Act defines a wilderness as an area:
"Where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled
by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain,
.retaining its primeval character, managed to preserve its
natural conditions -- where the imprint of man's work is "

substantially unnoticeable."

:

. Thé. Main pUrpoSe of the WiiderhesS' Act is to set'
- aside large ateas of'land to remain aS natural as'pOssible.

This limits activities of human within the Wilderness Area
so that they don't change the natural state of the region.

//' 1 Specifidally, the following activities are prohibited
'wiithin a Wilderness Area:

1. Commercial timber harvesting and administrative
cutting of timber to manipulate vegetation;

2. Recreational use of motorboats and snowmobiles;
-and

3. Mineral exploration and mining.

NOTE: Certain exceptions have been made in this act
as it applies to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area. -These
exceptions are at the center of the controversy regarding
the area. On Many BWCA lakes, motorboating is allowed,
but with motors of limited size (usually 10 hp on small
lakes and 25 hp on some larger lakes). Also lumbering is
allowed in specific regions for forest management. Mining
_and snowmobiling are not allowed at this time.

14i
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MULTIPLE USE

is_based upon a congressional bill

proposed by Congressman James Oberstar. In this bill,

tbe BWCA would be divided into two areas, the Boundary.

Waters Wilderness.and the National Recreational Atea.

Within the.Wilderness Area, timber ilarvesting, mOtor

Ociating, .and snowmobiling would be.prohibited. Also

prohibited would be 'mineral e4loration and mining..

The National Recreational Area would allow boats

of limited size (10 to 25 hp), snowmobiling on
specially designated routes, and limited logging.

The Boundary Waters Wilderness Area would

make up about 2/3rds of the present wilderness area

and the National Recreational Area would make up about

1/3rd of the present wilderness area.
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TASK C: S'ITATEGY SESSION Small Group Activity

(1). Meet with your assigned group.

(2). Carefully read your,group assignment.

(3). Answer the following questions.

1. What is our position on the issue of use of the BWCA?

2. What support do we have from the Wilderness Act or
from the Multiple Use Bill?

3. 'What questions:do we Still ha'Ve?

4. What additional information do we need?

After you have filled; out these two parts, you
may look at the DATA SHEETS. These give some
additional informatidn which might be useful

in preparing your recommendations. After you

have read the .DATA SHEETS, make a list of

some of the recommendations that you would
make to the committee.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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TASK C - PAdE '2: SiRATE'GY SES-S'iON,cont.

Look at your list of recommendations and think about

what effect each recommendation would have ON PEOPLE

and ON NATURE. When ybu do, this you are making

an ENVIRONMENTAL /MPACT STATEMENT. This is a

Careful study of the effects'of a bill oft the .

environment and is very important to the

senate advisory.committee.

RECOMMENDATION EFFECT ON PEOPLE EFFEgli ON NIATURE

C/D

Develop yout final presentation. YOu must'follow

these rules.
(1). The presentation cannot be longer khan five

mtnutes.

(2). You mutt have a visual display such as a land use

-map drawing as a part of your presentation.

(3),. More than one person.in your group must

help in the presentation.
Think carefully about how you want to present the

information. It might be helpful for you to

-outline your presentation below. Finally,

PRACTICE YOUR PRESENTATION.

YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS
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TASK C _pART_ : SENATE ADVISORX COMMITTEE Sm4.1 Group Activity

.sgi

You represent the decision-making body which will
present a report to t13e United States Senate upon
which legislation will be drafted to determine how
the Boundary Waters Canoe Area will be used. In the

next 20 minutes you are to:

(1). Elect -a chairperson to'call the groups and
chair xhe board meetings.

(2). ,Determine a plan for evaluating each presentation
and the points that they make. You may wish
to use the following form.' What-points
w1,11 yon lOok for? What sort of evidence
will you-need to make a decision? As an',

example, you might ask if the groups'considered.
the effects of their redommendatiohs on
people and on nature.

'SOME POINTS TO LOOK FOR

Cr)
(3. Decide upon some method for keeping track of

the information that is presented to you
and the points that each group make. You
might like to use the following form.

PRESENTATION GOOD POINTS

140
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DEBRI.EFING: THINKING ABOUT YOUR GROUP ACTIVITIES

Individual and' Large
Grovp Activity

1.

2.

3.

4.

Cr)

Did

Did

bid

What,

You haye just finished, working with several other people on

a presentation to a senate advisory committee. Think

about your'activities for the last sevekal ays and

then answer.the questions listed beloW.

your group work as a team?

some people dominate the discussion? Why or why

not?

your group .ake* the . activj.ty seriously?

Why or why not?

did you learn Trom this activity?

1. What additional da'ta would you have liked to have had

for your group?

2. How do you feel about.the decision made by the Senate

A
Advisory Committee? Do you feel that they were

fair?
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GROUP ASSIGNHENT--RESORT

VAN:: Richard and Harion Johnson

AGE: 48 and 45

OCCUATION: Resort Owner--The Snowbank Lodge .

PISCELLAMEOUS: Three children, ages 251.231 and 20. The oldest two children

help run the lodge.

You are the owner of the Snowbank Lodge, a resort on the south shore o nowbank

Lake. This resort was first started by yaw parents in 1935 and was p ssed on

1960--vhenyour-parents-rebifed-to-Florida, Both.you-and y r wife

--- have run the resort since then. Forthe past 5 years, your two oldest sons have

also helped to run the resort, and you hope to turn the resort over to them Nthen

you retire.

The resort is composed of a.large,central lodge with dining areas, a general

store, and an outfitting shop whiCh provides camping, fishing and canoeing

equipment for people wishing to use the Boundary Uaters Canoe Area. You are ono

, of the major outfitters for canoe trips in the afta and,about 505 of your

bysiness comes Zrom this Source.
A

\
There are also 12 cabins on the property and your family home. The cabins

,generally provide week-long lodging durihg the sumer and weekend lodging during

, the winter. They each have- two bedrooms and a small kitchen. About 50C of your

business comes from renting these cabins. .

You are interested in seeing the recreational uses of the region expanded,/

(motorboating, snownobiling, camping), since, that would mean more business fof

you. You would not like to see the area declared a wilderness bcbguse it-wOuld
_

severely cut down your busine:ss (especially during the winter) and -ight even

put yeu out of business. You also would not like to see widespread mining and

luMbering because that would destroy the natural beauty and the fishing that

your tourists come to see.

14 8
r-
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',",.en,e Abbott

haTi! 53
TCATA.TIOV: riner for Internationnl Pickel CoL-pany (IMO)

hISCELLAVEOUS: rarried with 4 children ages 21', 25, 20, and 17.

You are a miner with the International ;1ickel 'Company an,: have been eLplo7ed by

them for 25 years. 'You supervise strip mining operations :It the INO Nine just

south of the boundary waterearea.

The rortheastern ,rinnesota arca has the potential for being onc of the largest

seiurees of nickel in the-Uhited-aates.--CUrrently, thu IS.S.imports much 01 its

nichel.from Canada.

rining is haportant to the economy of rorthea'stern :linnesota. Thirty-thcee

percent cf the people in this region receive their income from mininc. Many of

your friLnds az yell ns your own faLdly depute cn the mining industry for a

neccnuly riniat, in areas outside of the 7:!oundary "aters Arca has been declining

becaus,- the cost is becoming too great to continua i-aning at the depths

required. There are moors that there will be widespren&layoffs if sppething

is not done.

Puring ti 13st yer.,r, mineral exploration along the perOhery of the Poundary'

'!oter Canoe Area hAve (,iven indications that there Nay be major mineral deposits

'Athin the limits of the Duundary 'inters Canoe Ar9a.
. .

'too .are anxious to zee -ineml explorntion'expodded to. include the rcundary

n'tcr reirion since it would reab an expended job n'arct, z,s well as a large -

influx of nem into the regfen. In addition, increased mining would reduce the ,

.

r.S. cicwandence upon f,Freign sources of nickel.

j
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GROUP ASSIGHNEHT--TET6

NAME: Jobn garlson
AGE: 40
OCCURATIOP: Owner o o small lumber cmnpany

VISCELLAnFOUS: Harried, two children aqes 15 ahd 12.

You own a small lumbering company operatihg outSide of *the Boundary 'eters Area.

You are interested in expanding your operation to include the rcund-Ty l'atera

Canoe Region around Snowbank Lake.

You have a college dearee in forest management and are familiar with modern

techniques of management. You realize that the Boundary Water:. region has,

throughout history, been maintained naturally by fire. This burned off the less.

desirable type5 of trees which would block the liht frov the' nom desirable

types pf ,tree5. It is estihted that throughout history, about t'ne

boun'ary waters area 1:as bOrned off each year.

Vow Alat the fires am ccntrolled, trees that grow better in shady areas such as

balsam fir, spruce, and wtate cedar are growing and eno!dr4. out the trce7.; tnat

need more licht such as pine, aspen, and birch.

Three optio4 exist. First, nothing can be done and the shade tolerant trees

can overtake the area. This is wtet uould happen under the Wilderness Act It

, second option would be to introduce controlled fires 'such as weold haw-,

. naturally taken place. The third option is the ono that you uould prefer.

1 Under this option, lumberina would bc allowed to clear out the undpsiK:ble

1 species. This way the lumber' would not he destroyed ty fire, but would he

' available for the housinu market, heating, etc.

-
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r:POUP ',..cirrri-T--ucrEATIoN1 USER

"ill and :'ary Thompson

eCE:
CCCUPATIOr: Cas station owner, lanneapolis
!-ISCELLUMUS: Three children, ages 17, 15 and 12.

you' are -0 frequent user of the Boundary Vaters region and the surrounding

7,uperior "ationU Forost. -ach limner ./our family rents a cabin at the Snowbank

LoJ fo,- a WC:C/7 of ccoeinst, and fishinc in the Poundary UatersArea. You

really\ enjoy the peace nd quiet of the lakef". but you also enjoy the

recre;.tioc.,1 cpportmities that the area offers such as powerboating, water
ohiin, cnd snowmobiling, and you would like to see the BWCA area make

provisions so that ot least a portion of the area would be available for

recreationed use. You feel that if the recreational use of the area was

expanded, then llore people would use the Boundary !:ater,!rea. Being a business
mn, you recognize that this would brinr: a lot more money into the, area.

You would support a ,i.rowali to open a portion of the DUCA (those lakes, such as

Cnowbank which are on the border, as well aS a few larzer lakes in tho interior
of 'the PYCL) to recreational use which ould ollow powerboats, snowmobiles, and
perhaps even some lodges. Tht relalinder of the nvu would be reserved-as a
wilderness where 7,otorized vehicles would not be allowed.

5.1:
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GROUP AS,SIGHIENTEMVINIIMENTAL GROUP

NAME:, Susan Edwards

AGE: 28
OCCUPATIOr: President, Save Thn Ililderness League

PISCELLAMr.OUS: rarried, two children ages 5 and 7

Your are the president of the iSave . the l!ilderness Leazue. This is an

Organization of individuals who /are interested in seeins that the LUCA is

preserved as a wilderness. You have members from all over the state, but

chiefly your members tend to come either from the Twin Cities netropoliten area

or from Minnesota. You haVe been very active lobbying with concessioral

e, leaders 'from the state as well as/with the state senators.

Simp y2-4o_Houid_jihe to see the LUCA region preserved as a wilderness area

according to the Vilderness; Act. You would prohibit rxtorboating and

snowmobiling because of their damaging effects on the environment. You.would

also prohibit mining and lumherinG because these activitiee, even when f:one with

the best sort cf ralnagement in mind, still alter the natural state of the land.

You probably would like to prehibit any camping or boating in the rerjon, but

you realize that this is unrealistic. You do, however, propose severe

limitations on the rilumber of people who will t:e allowed in the area at any one

time, and a limit onthe length of time that they can remain in the region. In

order to enter the P"Ct you would need a permit fral the State DepartPent of

ratural Resources.

You strengly oppose ny ttempt to designae any portion of the POCA as a

recreational area which would allow motorized boats or snewrobiles since this ia

the only lakeland wildernest.

152
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Data Sheet

Lurrznin

Thrz,v;hout history, forests have naturally been mnaged by lii:htninj fires. It
is cstihiated,thst 1 of the 7.!CA burned every year. Without some sort of
'AirninL, poorer quality trees which cr1 grow in the shady, overcrowded forest.F
tf.nd to W:e over ae Letter quality trees IThich need lots cf light. There are
three vays to bandle

1. Do nothinL. Let the mturnl proces take over and let the shady trees
overFrow the better quality troes, hut not interf'6re with thenotural process.

2: Controlled fires. Cet fires in a controlled manner to burn off certain
trees.

3. Controlled lumbering. it:: management of forests throuch the cutting of
specific regions and the careful replanting of hih vality trees.

-hile contrc.11ed lumberin is less wasteful than controlled fires, it also
remve: nutrients fror the soil that would be returned to the soil by the
borninc or C.ecay of the trees. Over a period of time this may remove so many

'nutricnts from the soil that th(-: soil will no longer be .nbls to support the
-growth bf trees.

rrr'- 2-1:'", of the stvte's annual softwood timber comes from the WCA.

ruch Qf the tiLber cut in the RVCA is primarily overmature, old growth, whicr.,
if not cut, would decay in 25 years or so or be lost through insects, disease
iArs..! fire.

Tht. P.S. i7ore:.t Service astiLates an annual national lo totalling 40,000 cords
,ror softwoods alone.

Aot of thv r;CA vas lo;;ged before 1900.

153
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Pete f,heet

SCIEHCE

The lakes in the BI:CA were formed by the action of glaciers, ThQ ;ilaciers acted

like giant scrubbing brushes and renoved the topsoil, leavin: a hard-rock lake

bottom. This type of lake can easily be damaged by acid rJ.in. Ir fact, the

BVCA is considered one Of the prime targets for acid rain damaEc. In the

Adirondack tlountains of rY, nearly half of the lakes no 1on8er have fish because

of the acid in their m:.,ter. Refining the metals releases gases irto the zir .

which combine with rain tc form the acid.

There is no scientific evidence as to the environmental effects of snmobilini.

There is some feeling that the snowobiles interfere with the nesting of eerles

in February and'ilarch.

In order to maintain a healthy forest, some process mst take place for thinninr!

out the growth of trees. llost commonly, this has happened naturally through

lightning fires, but with Wproved firefic,hting techniques, widespread fires are

not as-common. For this reason, if,good quality trees are to survive in the

BVCA it will be necesE.ary to either allow the natural process of lij.htninc to ,o

on, to log the area, or to set controlled fires. rurnir omd natural decay of

the timber returns the nutrients to ti-o soillumbering does not.

154
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, Date 5Theet

GEOGRAPEY rA0ILITIES

11!':

;111.ther of LA:es 1,060

Ar_N4 of Lakes (Acres) 157,676

P.r.: of Land 872,013

TrTAL RTLIC LVIDS I STATE OF. ialINESOTA

Fedc:rai Cwiership 3,200 ,000

te CAmerslAp 5 ,800,000

... County Ounership 3,000 ,000

CANPIi!G FPCILITIES

In the P.3.V, 2005 Cerpsites

15,
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Data Sheet

FEELINGS.

In a survey of individuals usik the FUCA, nearly half of the :lotorboaters fx,id

that it wouldn't matter to them how many other groupS they met in a day.

However, only thirteen percent of the canoeists felt that uay. Ninety-three

\percent of the paddle canoeists preferred not to meet any u,otorized beats per

day, but only 10f; of the paddling group preferred to reet no other paddle

Canoes.

"Ile consider the BMA to be a priceless national heritaiN for all to use and

enjoy . ,.. for now as well as future generations. It can continue to be if

competent and fair manageieent policies are established and followed."

--Ely, NV (Timber of Camerce

"The wilderness, or what we call the wilderness, cannot be recreated. Once

gone, it is.gone for all time. It was an argument offered years ago in many

parts of the country, and effectivel:y ignored or evaded or arrogantly crushed

until nowithere is only a frail remnant left. And there is no other place for

tne-canoeist like the roundary Uaters of Northern Hinnesota. They core the

battalions smetioes in the summer. 5ut almost invariably they leave tic canoe

country better for tl.ie experience."
--JWKlobuchar, rarch 27, 1978
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Data Sheet

ECONOMICS

Percent of Payroll in Priv%ry Industries
ribinc

27

Lodging/outfitting 17

(Thi,s repreconts tht. percent of the kople in UP, Ninnesota uhc tave jobs in
thc3(: three areas.)

Corparison of Tourisn in PE !annesota with rotorized Use of PWCA

PM. :!otor use
by Tourists Total Tourism- Percent

65,000 2,500,000 (sumer) 5
Lnpact of rótor Restrictions on Resorts

Yunbers of Lodgihc Est, in rE Einn

ro-Pls/
YOtels P.esorts

16 297.

Affecte6 by motor ban
47

Ito Uses the DUCA (Figure:, fPom 1975)

Paddle canoes 22,227
rotors, (=gas & fishin,-, boats 15,417

NiLi 1,09C

Skiihr and snowshoein:,,. 83C

Sn;m obilinc 27 116

70TE: snowlobilini-.; was banned in winter of 1976-1977
1
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Data Sheet

PRO AND COLI: SUMMODILFS

PRO:

1. A snewmobile ban keeps many lakes out of reach of day use fishermen.

Snowmobiles pack cross country ski p-ails, makin: it easier for the
novice and moderately accomplished skier to enjoy the area. \

3. Snowoobiles are an important asset to miscue operations for loft or

injured skiers.
4. Snowmobilers are major users of the area; it makes little sense to shnt

off this use when it conflicts with only a very small nunber of

non-mechanized users.
5. Snowmobiles do not,have a harmful effect on the ph6sical r.vjrortt

beeauSe they ruh alimst exclusively on lake surfacez: am' do not 1sus1l y

involve camping.

CON:

1. The BUCA lake trout fishery is already seriously overfished and cannot

withstand any additionarwinter pressure.'
2. Snowmobiles do pack trails, but their surfaces often intlrfere wi.th ski

travel. '1ilderness travellers prefer to break their own trails ane find

snowmobile encounters unacceptable. \

1

3.. The use of snowmobiles for reScuo work would not be prohibited fly rtew

legislation.
4. There is significant non-mechanized winter use and Use is grow0;.,.

5. The evidence on the effect of snowmobiles on the environment is

inconclusive; they do interfere with the nestinc, of e:gles in late

February ane March. ;

6. There are more than 6,000 riles of snomobile trait.; outside the P:TP.

in Minnesota, while the PYCA is.the only significant vinter uilderness

in the Midwest.
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STWYTT PTT/POFT TEST

uetp,,T.

1487

DPig:

1. Thc sire of the roundaryters Canoe .A.rea is sliz,htly over

Lt.

'IT

i. one 1:alf acre!;

c. onu million acres
C. acres

tcni illion acres .

r:uetico Provincial Par

isin Ontario, Cana0a
pr6hibits all logf:in3 and Nost :lotorized rfIcreational use

C. is one million acres in area
all of the above

Thc 171.111U- Cabbro

a. is rock formation rich in nickel and copper

is region of the ErCA containing chiefly oak trees

c. t.:oc% not thronh the mu
d. Is the oldest rock forwation in Minnesota

The L:;jer purpose of.the Yilderness Act is

to reducc pollution aáross the 116tion
i. to,-,et aside naturaltureas to remain unchanged

u. to provirle reserves for clamorous wild animals

O. to provide recreational areas for motorboatinc

.lost irportant differonco between the Yilderness Act 7.nd the Vultiple

t:o re:,ulation about hunting
t. t.11 mgulation about fishing
C. rem.th.tion about n'otorboabine: and snowmobilinc

t;A: re,sulation about how cany people can use the area

The reltiple Ose Act does not

a. allow :',Iotertostini,

snowmobiling
e. lloi rining

,11o1/ tiNtr harvesting

"hi.ch followir.L, in a my of rilaGint! forests?

fir-*

postici,les

r!. :trip

6. .11 of the LI:Jove
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a. All of, the followin47 are advantages of alifwing snomobilirg EXCEPT

a. they pack cross country ski trails

b. they aid in rescue operations_

c. they allow for winter fiShini!,

d. they brinE people to the are:.' during the winter off-season

2. MAO of the following industries provides the hi!:hest r'crccnt',70 cf the

payroll in rE :annesota?

a. :timber

b. mining
C. lodging

d. outfittinz;

10. Uhich of the following is a disadvantage to nature of timber harvostin?

a. undesirable shads resistant trees are removed

b. roads are built to allow equipent to carry tr2e:= to :3orket

c. ,nd, trees are planted,where old trees haw, becn ant eown

d. all of the above

160
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ACID PRECIPITATION CONTROVERSY

chedule:
, t-

I Meet with your partner and plan how to argue effectively for

your position. Make sure you and your partner have mastered

as much of the position as possible.
/

2. Each pair preSents their position. Be forceful and persuasive'
in presenting your position. Take notes and clarify'anything

:you do not understand when the opposing pair presents their

position.

3. Open discussion. Argue forcefully and pertuaSiVery,fOr your

position, presenting as .tiany facts as you/chn to support your

point of,view. Critically listen to the Opposing pair's po-
sition, asking them for the facts that sUpport their point of

view. Remember, this is a complex issue and you need to know

both sides to write a goOd report,. Work together as a total

group to get all the facts out. Make sure you understand the

facts that support both Points of view.

4 Role reversal. Reverse the perspectives,in the group by each
pair arguing the opposin4 pair's position. In arguing for the

opposing pair's positioni be as forceful and persuasive as you

can. See if you can think'of any new facts that the opposing

pair did not think to present. ElAborate their position.

5. Come to a group decision that all four of you can agree with.

Summarize the best arguments for both points of view. Detail

what you know (facts) hbOut Acid Precipitation and the Industrial

and Environmental points:of view. When you haqe consensus in

your group, organize your arguments_to presentyto the entire

class. Other groups may Make the opposite decision and you

need to defend the validity of your decision in the entire

class.
;

-
a

AULES:

1. I am critical of ideas, not people. Lchallenge and refute the

ideas of the opposing pair, but I do not indicate taht I person-

ally reject,them.

2. T focus on coming to the best decision possible, not on "winning."

q. I encourage everyone to participate and to master all the rel.r

evant information.

4 . I listen to everyone ' s, ideas , even if I don ' t agree .

5. I restate what- someon-e-has--said-i--f-it-i-s-not-c-leary

6. I first hring out all ideas and facts supporting both stides, and

then I try to put them together in a way that makes sense.

7, I try tb understand both sides of the issue.

3. I dhange my mind when the evidence clearly indicates that I

should do so:
162
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Acid Precipitation Controversy

Pro Environment

"A chemical leprosy is eating away at the face of the U.S. It's
.populary known as acid rain, but rain isn't the only culprit. The
true name for this phenomena is acid precipitation. In addition to
acid;rain, it includes acid snow, acidsleet, acid hail, acid frost,
acid rime, acid fog, acid mist, acid dew and 'dry' deposits of acid
particl.es, aerosols gnd gases. And it's not only this countrm's
probleni. It is, however, the responsibility of the U.S. - as both
perpetrator and victim ofothis ecological crime - to recognize
the extreme dangers of acid precipitation and to take steps to
remedy it before it becomes o persasive as to be irreversible."

YoUr position is to take legislative action immediately to rectify
the problem of acid precipitation. Whether or not you agree with .

this position, argue for it as strongly as you can. Use arguments

'that make sense and are rational. Be creative and invent new sup-
porting arguments. Remembers-to learn the rationale for both your
position and the industrial position. Challenge the industriar po-
sition; think of loopholes in their logic; demand facts and infor-
mation to back up their arguments.,

1. Acid precipitation can kill fishand,other.aquatic life
outright. In Scandinavia, which is downwind og pollution
pumped into the skies of Western Europe, it has already
destroyed fish life in 5,000 lakes in Southwestern
Sweden and in seven Atlantic salmon rivers and 1,500
lakes in southern Norway.

-

2. Acid precipitation can have damaging effects on human ,

health through inhalation and leaching of toxic materials
into drinking water supplies.

3. Acid precipitation may pose a menace to crops and forests.

4. Acid"deposition is already disfiguring buildings and monu-
ments, including the U.S. capitol. The east side of the
capitol has craters 1/4 inch or more in it. Because of acid
precipitatiOn, the .hard minerals in the marble have changed
to talc.

5. Although the data are meager, the evidence indicates that
in the last 20 to 30 years, the acidity og the precipita-
tion has increased in many parts of the U.S. At present
the U.S. annually dischargeS more than 26 million tons of
sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere. Just three states,
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, are responsible for nearly
a quarter of :this total.

6 Acid precipitation occurs when sulfur dioxike and nitrogen
oxides combine in the atmosphere and change chemically.into
acid, which falls to the earth mixed'with some 'form of
precipitation. The pollutants come primarily from burning
coal and petroleum. About 90% of.the sulfur in the at-
mosphere of the northeastern United States comes from man-
made sources.
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Acid Precipitation Controversy

Pro Environment

a

7. Overall, two-thirds of the sulfur dioxi.de in the U.S.

skies comes from gas-, coal-, and,oil-fired power plants.

Other sources: industrial boilers, Atelters and refin-
eries, 26%; commercial institutibns and residpnces, 5%;

and transPortation, 3%. Between now and the year 2000,
utilities are expected to double the amount of.coal"

burned.'

After the Clean Air Act was passed in 1970,, uti1ities of-

ten sought to meet their standards by building very tall

stacks. The EPA calculates that there are now 180 stacks

more than 500 feet tall as compared to only two in 1969.
Tall stacks can relieve local air pollution, but they fn-

crease acid precipitation in downwind-areas. Also,.be-

cause of the tall stacks, acid precipitation can'be carried -

hundreds of miles in the atmosphere. The acidity pf lakes
in New York's Adirondack Mountains may be due to the acidic

components of deposition originating from such distant
sources as midwest coal-fired plants.

9. Acid precipiation is incieasing. 111 the United States, in

!the Adirondack mountains, more-than half of the remote
imountain lakes at, elevation greater than 2000 feet demon-
Istrated pH values of below 54; of these lakes, 90 percent

contained no fish.. In contrast, between 1929 and 1937,

only.4 percent of these lakes had a pif.of under 5.0 or

were devoid of fish. The mean pH of 320 lakes was 6.5

in 1930-1938. The mean pH of-216 Adirondack lakes in

' 1969-1975 was 4.8.

10. There is every indication that the Reagan Administration
is planning to gut the Clean Air Act when it comes up fok

renewal or amendment in Congress. The Clean Air Act,

which as written in'1970, doesn't really address the problem

of acid precipitation, needs strengthening, not gutting-

especially by the inclusion of mdasures to. curtail acid

precipitation. The reviSedlaw should requiT.e, among

other things, the burning of low-sulfur coal, the installa-

* tion of scrubbers at critical plamts, investment in alter-

natiNie energy sources and the establishment of emissions .

standards on a regLonal basis. The costs would be very
little compared to the rate hikes imposed in recent years

by OPEC. A 2% surcharge on the average utility 8111 in

the East would get rid of.half the.sulfur dioxide.in the

region. 'These aren't far-out figures advanced by some

wad-eyed eco7freak; they're frbm Ehe report of the
National Commission on Air Quality, the members of which

are appointed by the President;

*The majority of the statements are diredt quotes from an artic

in Sports Illustrated, "An Ameiican Tragedy". Sports Illustrate

September 2, 1981 by Robert H.,Boyle..
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Acid Precipitation Controversy

Pro Industry

"Acid precipitation includes acid: rain, snOw, sleet, hail, frost,
fog, mist, dew, etc... It is a problem in the United States and
elswhere in. the world. But the listed causes of acid rain are
only hypotheses advanced by scientists to explain certain observa-
tions that they do not know how else to intepret. They are not
the conclusions of experiments designed to trace acid rain from
the emission sources. "* Until cause/effect can conclusively be
established, stringent controls on industry would not only be pre-
sumptuous, but costly.

Your position is that since neither hara sc4ntific evidence has
been pres?nted nor the level of control requirements stipulated,
the utility industry cannot accept new EPA regulation as "truly
practical." The industry will accept a "truly practical" solution
if it can be shown to be cost-effective when all remedia2 measures,

;

not just emission control, are considered in an objective evalua-
tion. Whether or not you agree with this position, argue for it
as strongly as you can. Use arguments ttlat make-sense and are
rational. Be creative and invent new supporting arguments. Remem7
ber to learn the rationale for both your position and the environ-
mental position. Challenge the environmental position; think of
loopholes in their logic; demand facts and information to back up
their'arguments.

1. EpA's line of reasoning is to imply causality by associa-
tion rather than by scientific proof of linkage. If,the
relationship between power,plant emissions and acid pre-
cipitation .is so overwhelming, as implied in the EPA-
document, the utility industry fails to understand why in-
vestigators have nct been able to trace acid precipita-
,...on back to the source emissions nor provide quantitative
linkale.

2. The problem is complex. Several_factors other than acid
precipitation are involved in ecosystem behavior. Not all,
observed environmenta' changes are attributable to acid
rain alone. To blame Lhanges on acid rain without proof
is scientifically unsound and will not solve the acid rain
problem.

/'

3 The utility industry is concekned about.environmental pro-
tection, but at a time when the industry is plagued with
financial problems due to infption and increased fuel
costs, it cannot afford to in est large sums of money on
control measures that provide no assured benefits for the
environment. The industry is aware of acid rain and is
funding research aimed at determining cause-effect rela-

c, tionships so that one can devise any necessary cost-effec-
A

tive remedial measures.
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1
/

4. Past experiepce has shown that the midwestern and eaStern
high sulfur:Foal industry has been Subjected to sig1}4fi-
cant economic impacts when sulfur dioxide emission 1.evels
had to be reduced.. At the time, proceedings re-
lated to interstate atmospheri deposition coufd affect
approximate47 2,980 mining jobs and 191 'million dollars
in annual ecanomic input, and,this estimate includes only
a portion of the mines that cOuld potentially be affected.
The effect on these mines will be dependent on the control
scheme seleCted. At the present time, based on the in-
vestigationS, of a number of individuals, the relationship
between soutice of emissions and effects is not well es-

/

tablished.

5. One of the EPA's "facts" is/that acid precipitAion is in-i

1

creasing based on data collection from the past andpresent
data.. To determine the pH/changes, one must recognize that
the pH of lake water varies with depth and with time from
year to year, from.season o season within a year and from

hour to hou4 within a day. Without considering the time
and location of the measur ment of pH within a,waterbody,
one cannot determine trend nor attach statistical sig-
nificance ta findings. By simply comparing two data
points (one,historic and o e now) , one cannot tell if any
difference clbserved is wit in natural variability. (Daily

variation can be between 1-2 pH units)

i

6. As far as the emission esti tes go, this is one way of
playing withi numbers to make power plant emissions look

large. In short, the total tationary combustionsources
/ in the United States contribu ed approximately a 10% con-

L tribution onia global basis. \

7 Nowhere in tHe EPA document is\anything mentioned about

1
what the emi4sion control costs\ will buy in terms of en-
vironmental Arotection. We are\not speaking of the dollar,

values of enV'ronmental protectlon. We are speaking of how
much pH chang will be observed in precipitation and in
lake water ah4l how many lakes wil\i. once again support fish.

.Perhaps this s understandable. y EPA's own admission,
"there is no,clear cut relationsh p between specific
emissions andiacid rain." If that is the case, it is un-
certain if ad4itional emission con,rol on sulfur dioxide

__will have any 'rffect on the acidit of precipitation.

8. If bath nitrat
\

l and sulfate in the ain can be halved by
somb means, ti4 p ecipitation pH at \ most changes from 4.2

to 4.5 If sulfa e alone is halved, the precipitation pH
may-change at Most from 4.2 to 4.4 his does not say
that halving the power plant emissio s will halve ths acid
concentrations,(in the rain. It does 'ndicate that emission

I)

6
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Controls may not be very effective in changing pre-
cipitation pH values.

9. The estimates of potential damage to vegetation are
based on laboratory studies where unrealistically large
doses of acid were applied to the test organisms. It
can be said that very little of the implied damage has
been observed in the field. Damatges in the nearby field
of local point sources have been ibroblems in the past.
They are being brought under control by current ambient
ail quality standards. Oh farm lands and in forested
areas, vegetation is still reliant upon timely rains,
acidic or not. What farmers and foresters do in their
normal practices will have more profouhd impacts on the
productivity of their crops and forests than what the
acidity of rain can do to vegetation.

*The majority of these statements were directly taken from a re-
port put out by the Ediso: Electric Institute in response to the
EPA report on acid precipitation.
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